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Agenda
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT 527 S.W. HALL ST., PORTLAND, OREGON 97201 503 221-1646
Providing Zoo, Transportation, Solid Waste and other Regional Services
Date: September 13, 1984
Day; Thursday
Time: 7:30 a.m.
JOINT POLICY ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION
Place: Metro, Conference Room A1/A2
*1. ADOPTING THE FY 1985 TO POST-1988 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAM AND THE FY 198 5 ANNUAL ELEMENT - APPROVAL REQUESTED •
Andy Cotugno.
*2. ADOPTING THE YEAR 2005 FORECAST OF POPULATION AND EMPLOYMENT
FOR USE IN METRO'S FUNCTIONAL PLANS - APPROVAL REQUESTED -
T. Keith Lawton.
*3. STATUS OF STATE GAS TAX ACTIVITIES - INFORMATIONAL - Andy
Cotugno.
Material Enclosed.
MEETING REPORT
DATE OF MEETING:
GROUP/SUBJECT:
PERSONS ATTENDING
MEDIA:
SUMMARY:
August 9, 1984
Joint Policy Advisory Committee on Transportation
(JPACT)
Members: Charlie Williamson, Ed Ferguson, Lloyd
Anderson, Dick Pokornowski, Larry Cole, Robin
Lindquist, Robert Schumacher, Fred Hansen, Wes
Myllenbeck, Ted Spence (alternate), Margaret
Strachan (alternate), Corky Kirkpatrick (alter-
nate) , and Dennis Buchanan
Guests: Bob Post and Jody Fisher, Tri-Met; Elton
Chang, FHWA; Geoff Larkin, Vic Rhodes, Grace
Crunican and Steve Dotterrer, City of Portland;
Bebe Rucker, Multnomah County; Tom VanderZanden
and Winston Kurth, Clackamas County; Brian Camp-
bell, Port of Portland; George Morgan and Richard
Daniels, Washington County; Gilbert Mallery, RPC
of Clark County; Jane Cease, Oregon State Legis-
lature; and Peter Fry, Central Eastside Industrial
Council
Staff: Rick Gustafson, Andrew Cotugno, Steve
Siegel, Peg Henwood, Keith Lawton, Karen Thackston,
Marion Hemphill, and Lois Kaplan, Secretary
None
AMENDING THE FY 83 UNIFIED WORK PROGRAM AND APPROVING IN CONCEPT
THE "DEVELOPMENT OF THE OREGON CITY TRANSIT CENTER *~~~ ~°
This action would endorse the expanded scope of a coordinated ef-
fort by Oregon City, Tri-Met and Clackamas County to site a park-
ing garage, transit center and county offices in downtown Oregon
City. Chairman Williamson indicated that the two Metro Councilors
from Clackamas County expressed concern about this proposal at a
recent Regional Development Committee meeting and requested
attendance of a Clackamas County representative at the next Coun-
cil meeting.
Action Taken: It was moved and seconded to recommend approval of
Resolution No. 84-486 amending the FY 83 UWP for development of
the Oregon City Transit Center. Motion CARRIED unanimously.
AMENDING THE TIP TO INCLUDE TWO NEW TRI-MET PROJECTS --SPECIAL
MARKETING MATERIALS FOR NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING RIDERS AND SPECIAL
NEEDS TRANSPORTATION DISPATCH CENTER ASSESSMENT ~
Andy explained that this UMTA Section 4(i) proposal consisted
of two projects: 1) a phonetics demonstration project for
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non-English speaking riders for a total of $19,000; and 2) a
project to assess and develop a Special Needs Transportation dis-
patch center totaling $17,000. Approval of this Resolution would
allow Tri-Met to compete nationwide for UMTA Section 4(i) funds.
Action Taken: It was moved and seconded to recommend approval
of Resolution No. 84-485 amending the TIP to include two new
Tri-Met projects -- special marketing materials for non-English
speaking riders and Special Needs Transportation dispatch center
assessment. Motion CARRIED unanimously.
3. STATUS OF STATE HIGHWAY FUNDING EFFORTS
Andy reviewed a highway funding package that has been presented
to the House Legislative Task Force by ODOT with the support of
the AOC, LOC and LOAC. ODOT's funding proposal included: 1) a
one-cent gas tax and equivalent weight-mile tax (100 percent to
ODOT) to finance a $200 million state highway modernization pro-
gram) ; 2) a one-cent gas tax and equivalent weight-mile tax or
$10.00 increase in the vehicle registration fee (100 percent to
cities and counties); and 3) a possible change from a "cents per
gallon" rate to a variable rate adjusted for inflation. The
State also recommended that study be given to determine whether
the current allocation formula to state/local governments is
appropriate, and that an assessment of bridge needs also be in-
cluded in the funding package.
A memo from Andy Cotugno was distributed on State gas tax options
in an effort to obtain a regional consensus on the level of needs
and funding to be considered. Andy reviewed the recommendations
contained in his memo, noting that the one-cent gas tax proposal
does not adequately address city and county needs for maintenance
and modernization projects. He asked that JPACT consider support
of a $200 million ODOT modernization program with greater empha-
sis on economic development projects on and off the state highway
system. He further suggested that the region support a two-cent
gas tax increase that would better address local needs.
Whether a case could be made to establish greater needs for the
region than in the rest of the state was then discussed. Also
discussion centered on whether a change in the distribution/allo-
cation formula for funding would create inequities internally
within the state. Andy indicated that inequities had already
been created since the federal gas tax increase was largely dedi-
cated to state highways; an increase to cities and counties would
correct this. It was further discussed that the State needs to
be a willing participant in funding for economic growth on and
off the state highway system in order to provide needed access to
industrial sites. It was felt that a portion of the funding
should be set aside for such purpose.
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Andy stressed the importance of obtaining a consensus from JPACT
for consideration as a legislative package. Jane Cease, State
Legislator, emphasized not only the need for JPACT consensus on
a funding proposal but to strengthen that position by making con-
tact with their respective legislators in a supportive campaign
to obtain the needed funding.
Action Taken: It was moved and seconded to adopt the recommenda-
tion as submitted by staff with a preamble that would amplify
Committee concerns relating to expressing the magnitude of needs
of the region. Motion CARRIED unanimously.
4. SPECIAL NEEDS TRANSPORTATION PLAN
Jody Fisher from Tri-Met briefed JPACT on the recommendations of
the Special Needs Transportation Advisory Committee and the is-
sues involved in meeting the needs of the transportation disad-
vantaged. In response to the transit handicapped reguirements,
a task force was selected to analyze who the transit handicapped
were and how best to serve them. Jody noted that 94 percent of
the special needs transportation community are the frail elderly
and blind, with only 6 percent able to use a transit lift. The
task force had recommended that only four wayside lifts be pro-
vided on the Banfield LRT, but due to a strong response from the
wheelchair community, the Tri-Met board has agreed to install
wayside lifts for handicapped accessibility at all stops on the
Banfield line.
The major task force recommendations included: that an ongoing
advisory committee be established and that both fixed route
accessible service and door-to-door, demand-responsive transpor-
tation be provided for the,elderly and handicapped. She empha-
sized the fact that the door-to-door service is more cost-effec-
tive.
Jody noted that additional action taken by the Tri-Met board was
to freeze the amount to be spent on Special Needs Transportation
to 3.5 percent of the Tri-Met operating budget. In response to
a question, she indicated that this 3.5 percent cap would apply
to the annual operating cost of service plus the annualized local
match for capital expenses.
5. ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned.
REPORT WRITTEN BY: Lois Kaplan
COPIES TO: JPACT Members
Rick Gustafson
Don Carlson
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CONSIDERATION OF RESOLUTION NO. FOR THE
PURPOSE OF ADOPTING THE FY 1985 TO POST-1988
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM AND THE
FY 1985 ANNUAL ELEMENT
Date: August 22, 1984 Presented by: Andy Cotugno
FACTUAL BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS
Proposed Action
The Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) and FY 1985 Annual
Element serve as the basis for receipt of federal transportation
funds by local jurisdictions, the Oregon Department of
Transportation (ODOT) and Tri-Met.
This TIP reflects a number of changes from last year's update,
particularly due to resolutions and administrative adjustments
approved during the past year. The primary importance of the annual
TIP update is to consolidate all past actions into a current
document and set forth the anticipated program for FY 1985. The
FY 1985 program reflected herein is only the first step in
establishing actual priorities for FY 1985. A number of future
actions will result in refinements to the material presented.
Adoption of the TIP endorses the following actions:
Past policy endorsement of projects is identified in the
TIP (including projects to be funded with Interstate,
Interstate Transfer, Federal Aid Urban and UMTA funds),
thereby providing eligibility for federal funding.
The current status of Interstate Transfer funding is
accounted for, including past obligations and the
anticipated FY 1985 funding level.
Approximately $36.9 million of Interstate Transfer funding
is programmed for FY 1985 and includes all projects that
will be considered for funding; actual FY 1985 priorities
will be established among these candidates later this year.
Approximately $12 million of UMTA Section 3 "Trade" funds
are available in FY 1985 of which only $350,000 has been
committed to projects. Adoption of the TIP includes
approval of a new project funded from the Downtown Portland
Westside Reserve—the North Terminal project for a bus
layover area near Union Station.
The maximum allowable use of UMTA Section 9 funds for
operating assistance is included ($5.95 million) which
involves the 3:2 trade of capital assistance for operating
assistance ($1,288 from capital to operating and $.644 back
to UMTA).
Background: The Metro TIP describes how federal transportation
funds for highway and transit projects in the Metro region are to be
obligated during the period October 1, 1984 through September 30,
1985. Additionally, in order to maintain continuity, funds are
estimated for years before and after the Annual Element year. The
FY 1985 TIP is a refinement of the currently adopted TIP and
involves the following significant actions:
Interstate Transfer Funding
The TIP includes a fixed program amount for the Metro region of
$500,653,205 (federal). This FY 1985 TIP update revises the
previously adopted FY 1984 program (Resolution No. 84-443) in
keeping with priorities. At the end of the federal fiscal
year, unbuilt FY 1984 projects will automatically shift to
FY 1985 and will retain its FY 1984 funding commitment.
The FY 1985 Interstate Transfer program of approximately
$31.2 million represents the full-funding need and may be in
excess of the level of funding the region can anticipate. The
noted amount is wholly earmarked for FHWA highway projects.
Priorities will be established from amongst the full FY 1985
program later in the year based upon a closer estimate of
funding. Projects not funded in FY 1985 will be delayed;
however, they will be considered for implementation in the
event additional FY 1985 funds become available, or for funding
in FY 1986.
A number of revisions to the overall project allocations are
incorporated including a variety of minor transfers due to cost
overruns and underruns.
Section 3 "Trade" Funding
In April 1982, Metro Council endorsed the use of Section 3
funds for selected transit projects in exchange for Interstate
Transfer funds. This involved transfer of funds from a series
of regionwide transit projects to the Banfield project; in
exchange, Section 3 funds previously earmarked for the Banfield
were assigned to those transit projects. Subsequently, the
fixed amount of $76.8 million was committed by UMTA for this
Section 3 "Trade" Program. The full $76.8 million is currently
allocated to specific projects or reserves. This TIP update
includes approval of a new project — North Terminal Facility —
to be funded from the Downtown Portland Reserve.
Funding for the Milwaukie Transit Station and Beaverton Park
and Ride station had grant approval in FY 1982-83. However,
project development has not occurred as planned and the funds
are programmed to be released to fund other active projects:
North Terminal Facility, Transit Transfer and Tigard Transit
Center. The allocation for the Milwaukie Transit Station and
Beaverton Park and Ride is retained for use at a future date.
An FY 1985 Reserve account of $11.7 million has been
established for FY 1985 in accordance with UMTA projected
revenues of $12 million. One project, North Terminal Facility,
is programmed in FY 1985. As other projects are developed,
they will draw upon this reserve.
Banfield Funding
The TIP includes Interstate Transfer funding and $67.6 million
in Section 3 funding for the Banfield. The amounts programmed
are consistent with the level of Interstate Transfer funding
locally authorized for the Banfield and with past Section 3
grant awards. Funding levels by year for Section 3 funds call
for $24.25 million in FY 1984 and $19.0 million in FY 1985.
This leaves $15.5 million yet remaining in the full funding
contract. This amount has been assigned to a Banfield Project
Reserve.
Federal Aid Urban
FAU apportionments to the Metro region for FY 1985 have been
projected at $4,142,366. Of this amount, $3,918,069 will be
transferred down-state in partial fulfillment of the agreed
amount of $27,088,000. If the FAU program continues through
1986 at the noted level, a final down-state transfer of
$1,486,925 will complete the Metro region transfer of
$27,088 million. The FAU portion of the TIP reflects these
projections.
Section 9/9A
The TIP includes $13.8 million in anticipated UMTA Section 9
funds for FY 1985. Of this amount, $5,950,000 is programmed
for operating assistance for Tri-Met which is the maximum
allowable amount including approval of the option to transfer
$1,288 million from capital to operating with the associated
penalty of losing $644,000 in capital back to UMTA. The
capital amount available is programmed to complete the
previously approved amount for the Banfield plus a variety of
small projects and a reserve.
Interstate/Primary Funds
Interstate and Primary projects are programmed in accordance
with the ODOT Six-Year Plan.
Air Quality
The TIP is in conformity with the Oregon State Implementation
Plan (SIP) for Air Quality adopted in 1982. Updates to the
carbon monoxide and ozone plans demonstrate attainment of both
standards by 1987. All projects specified in the SIP as
necessary for attainment of these standards are included in the
TIP. In addition, the TIP has been reviewed to ensure that it
does not include actions which would reduce the effectiveness
of planned transportation control measures.
TPAC has reviewed the TIP update and recommends approval of the
Resolution.
EXECUTIVE OFFICER'S RECOMMENDATION
The Executive Officer recommends approval of Resolution No.
BP/gl
9275B/353-4
09/04/84
BEFORE THE COUNCIL OF THE
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
FOR THE PURPOSE OF ADOPTING THE ) RESOLUTION NO.
FY 1985 TO POST-1988 TRANSPORTA- )
TION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM AND THE ) Introduced by the Joint
FY 1985 ANNUAL ELEMENT ) Policy Advisory Committee on
) Transportation
WHEREAS, Projects using federal funds must be specified in
the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) by the fiscal year in
which obligation of funds is to take place; and
WHEREAS, In accordance with the Metro/Regional Planning
Council (RPC) of Clark County Memorandum of Agreement, the TIP has
been submitted to the RPC for review and comment; and
WHEREAS, Some 1984 Annual Element projects may not be
obligated by the end of FY 1984 because the exact point in time for
obligation is indeterminate; now, therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED,
1. That the Metro Council adopts the FY 1985 TIP for the
urban area as contained in the Attachment to this Resolution marked
Exhibit "A."
2. That projects that are not obligated by September 30,
1984, be automatically reprogrammed for FY 1985 for all funding
sources.
3. That the TIP is in conformance with the Regional
Transportation Plan and the 1982 Air Quality State Implementation
Plan (Ozone and Carbon Monoxide) and that the planning process meets
all requirements of Title 23-Highways and Title 49-Transportation of
the Code of Federal Regulations.
4. That the Metro Council allows the use of funds to be
transferred among the particular phases (PE, ROW or Construction) of
a given project and allows adjustment of project funding
authorizations consistent with the cost overrun policy adopted by
Resolution No. 79-103.
5. That the Metro Council hereby finds the projects in
accordance with the Regional Transportation Plan and, hereby, gives
affirmative Intergovernmental Project Review approval.
ADOPTED by the Council of the Metropolitan Service District
this day of , 1984.
Presiding Officer
) BP/srb
9275B/353-3
08/22/84
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TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
PROPOSED PROGRAM FOR FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER L 1984
DRAFT
SEPTEMBER.13,
Metropolitan Service District
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
TRANSPORTATION PROGRAfi
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1. 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
CATEGORY I
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA*
xxxl BANFIELD TRAHSITUAY-HIGHUAY
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
FAP68
PE
RAI
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
5,192,931
8,927,639
12,444,658
0
26,565,228
0
0
0
19,273
19,273
5,192,931
8,927,639
12,444,658
19,273
26,584,501
x»*2 BANFIELD TRAHSITUAY-TRANSIT FUNDS<T>*x»x»x*xli6*281»330x374x494x509x4l7x547*282x580x»x*xxx«aax«xaxxxxxxxxx FAP68
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 10,956,546
R/W 13,371,853
CONST 106,155,644
RESRV 0
TOTAL 130,484,043
0
0
0
8,998,357
8,998,357
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5,927,475
5,927,475
10,956,546
13,371,853
106,155,644
14,925,832
145,409,875
xxx3 UESTSIOE TRANSITWAY-PHASE II/DEIS STUDY-299003<T)xxxxxxx«117x284«285<283xxxxxxxxxxxxHX*xxxxx«xa«xxxxxxxxxx
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 2,217,044 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,217,044
N/A
x«»4 BANFIELD TRAHSITUAY-HETRQ
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 300,000 0 300,000
FAP68
xxx5 TRI-MET TECHNICS. STUDY - 5 WORK EL£HEHrS<T)xxxxxx*xl20*286xxxaxxx<xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx«xx«xxax*xxxxxxxxxxx N/A
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 428,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 428,000
xxx6 OETRO CORRIDOR PLAHNI!*£<T)xxxx»xxxl26a484«583*xxxx«xxxxxxxxx»x«x*x*XX»8XX»XXSXXKXXXX&X«XXX»**»*XXXXXXKXXXX
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 827,772 0 0 0 0 0 0 827,772
RESRV 0 300,000 299,917 0 0 0 0 599,917
TOTAL 827,772 300,000 299,917 0 0 0 0 1,427,689
N/A
TRANSPCKTAnON PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1 , 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
CATEGORY I
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
xxx7 riCLOUGHLIN CORRIDGR-UNION/GRAND AVE VIADUCT TO SE RIVER R0ADxx«xxx«xl27x293x294x291x292xxxxxxxxxxxxx«xxxxx
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 437,425 O O O O O O 437,425
RESRV O O O O O O 2 4 , 7 7 2 , 6 1 1 2 4 , 7 7 2 , 6 1 1
TOTAL 4 3 7 , 4 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 24,772,611 25,210,036
FAP26
xxx8 I1CL0UGHLIN BLVD INTERSECTION AND SIGNAL inPR0VEnENTSxxx»xx«*147»30ixxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx»a«*xxxxxxxxx»x
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 114,656 1 0 0 0 0 0 114,657
CONST 809,194 34,006 0 0 0 0 0 843,200
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 -48 ,772 -48 ,772
TOTAL 923,850 34,007 0 0 0 0 -48,772 909,085
FAP26
xxx9 POWELL BLVD R/U & CONSTRUCTION-ROSS ISLAND BRIDGE TO 52ND-SECF Ixx<xxxxxl62x332xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx*xxxxxxxxxxx
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 1 7 2 , 0 2 7 O O O O O O 172 ,027
R/U 1 , 3 3 9 , 4 2 9 1 ,121 0 0 0 0 0 1 , 3 4 0 , 5 5 0
CONST 3 , 6 2 4 , 4 9 0 O O O O O O 3 , 6 2 4 , 4 9 0
RESRV O O O O O O 4 4 , 5 4 3 4 4 , 5 4 3
TOTAL 5 , 1 3 5 , 9 4 6 1 ,121 0 0 0 0 4 4 , 5 4 3 5 , 1 8 1 , 6 1 0
FAP24
POWELL BLVD R/U 1 C0NST-50TH AVE TO I205-SECTI0N IIxxxxxxxxl64x334«548x333xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx*x*xxxxxxxxxax FAP24
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 520,806 573
R/U 6,525,846 306,040
CONST 4,199,502 12,547
RESRV 0 0
TOTAL 11,246,154 319,160
0
0
0
199,166
199,166
521,379
6,831,886
4,212,049
199,166
11,764.479
xxll SUNSET HIGHWAY OVERLAYS - O3NSTRUCTI0Nxxxx?i«xx267x468xxx*x»xxxxx«x*xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxsxxxxxxxaxxxxxxxxxxx
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST 1,422,729 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,422,729
FAP27
TRANSPORTATION IW< ITENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1/ 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
CATEGORY I
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987
1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
x*12 RECONSTRUCTION OF YEQN/VAUGHN/NICOLAI/WAROUAY AND ST HELENS RD»»*«*H»«269R471*487««»*»»s»»a«»a*«a»H»»»s»»»
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 818i550 52,400 100,000 0 0 0 0 970,950
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 514,290 514,290
TOTAL 818,550 52,400 100,000 0 0 0 514,290 1,485,240
HISC
XX13 BANFIELD LRT STATION AREA PLANNING PR0GRArt(T)««»»»«»»290»510««*»»J««»»*x««»»««x«M8««»«xaK««a«»««88«H«»«««H«
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 1,028,069 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,028,069
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 528,194 528,194
TOIAL 1,028,069 0 0 0 0 0 528,194 1,556,264
N/A
x»14 TRI-MET RIDESHARE PR0GRAfixxx»xxx)t295x535)(472»304x552x5344XXXjiX4NX3t4XXXX}txx»xxxxxxxxxxx4iixxx8xx«xxNxxxxx»»x
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
OPRTG 1,044,156 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,044,156
RESRV 201,857 0 320,000 253,633 0 0 -52,505 722,985
TOTAL 1,246,013 0 320,000 253,633 0 0 -52,505 1,767,140
N/A
xxl5 15 NORTH RIDESHARE
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 95,379 0
OPRTG 69,621 0
TOTAL 165,000 1
0
0
0
95,379
69,621
165,001
N/A
XX16 PORTLAND/VANCOUVER CORRIDOR ANALYSIS...BI-STATE TASK F0RCE(T)«xxxx*xx310x560x584xxxxxxx»8XXg«x*xxxxxxxxxxx
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 72,311 0 0 0 0 0 0 72,311
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOfAL 72,311 0 0 0 0 0 0 72,311
N/A
ibinurubiinn UU\TIV'
TRANSPORTATION MPRO ENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
CATEGORY I
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESrittATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 19871988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
*«17 UESTSIOE CORRIDOR RELATED HIGHUAY PROJECTS-FHUA FUNDED»»M*}i»»*559i»306«583Jm«»M»M}«}mK««*««Ji»*»*««»»M»»«Ji»Jnm N/A
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 38/187 0 0 0 0 0 0 38,187
*K18 HCLOUGHLIN CORRIDOR TRANSIT Ah^YSIS<T)«K»««««M588»312*«'««<«HK««a«»iiJ«}(«««««»«HX«»«H»««a^«»«««««^««»«»««»«»« FAP26
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 100,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 100,000
»»19 REGIONAL
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
RESRV 0 250*243 250,243
N/A
«*20 NU NICOLAI ST-fftJ 29TH TO NU
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
R/W 43,775 85,000
CONST 1,862,856 0
TOTAL 1,906,631 85,000
128,775
1,862,856
1,991,631
FAU9296
»*21 NU YEON AVE-NU ST HELENS RD TO NU NIC0LAI»^»»»a«»733«489**»«»X'««*««»«*»»»»««»i«H*»}iHH»<»«XHH»*aH»»»»Jni»«x» FAP1
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
R/U 2,125,000
CONST 0
RESRV 0
TOTAL 2,125,000
9,945,000
0
9,945,000
0
0
610,685
610,685
2,125,000
9,9^5,000
610,685
12,680,685
a«22 NU ST HELENS RO-NU KITTRIDGE ST TO NU 29TH
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
R/U 189,550 11,050 0
CONST 0 1,530,000 0
RESRV 0 0 0
TOTAL 189,550 1,541,050 0
FAU9296
0
1,770,000
0
1,770,000
0
0
25,527
25,527
200,600
3,300,000
25,527
3,526,127
rn.inurw.Ainn ^tny •*-•&
TRANSPORTATION IMP EOENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
CATEGORY I(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FAtt
* * 2 3 VAUGHN ST/UAROUAY-NB 29TH AVE TO NU 24TH
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST O O O
RESRV 0 0 0
TOIAL 0 0 0
1,020,000
0
1,020,000
0
64/128
64,128
1/020/000
64/128
1,084,128
FAU9296
x*24 FRONT-YEON
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
R/U 1/753/549 1 0
CONST 0 0 3/400,000
RESRV 0 0 0
TOTAL 1/753/549 1 3/400/000
0
0
86,402
86/402
1/753/550
3/400/000
86,402
5/239/952
FAU9300
x*25 REGIONAL
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
RESRV 0 0 17/120/464 17/120/464
N/A
x*26 PHASE I ALTERNATIVES AHALYSIS(T)«««««««W765«486««*»»»«»«*«**JI«««»«»H»«»»M«}I««««8»}I»«»K<»»«»»«<)««H«}ia«««8«« RISC
INTERSTATE TRANTER FUNDS
PE 170/000 80/000 0 0 0 0 0 250/000
x*27 BANFIELD CORRIDOR RIDESHARE MARKETING PR0GRAR»»«M»»»H770^317»8M»»»»»»»»»H»»»»*»8K»»««««»««»»»»*»»»»»H»»»»» FAP68
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
OPRTG 53/380 0 0 0 0 0 0 53/380
x*28 BANFIELD TRAFFIC
INTERSTATE TRANTER FUNDS
CONST 206/465 -13,175
FAP68
193/290
TRANSPORTATION itPW HENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
CATEGORY I
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987
1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA*
xx29 SUNSET LIGHT RAIL
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 500,004 500/004
FAP27
xx30 NU TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT PRCK3RAMxxxxxxxx802x493x«x«x*xsaxxaxaaaxxxxxxaxxax«xxax»*X9xxxxxxxaaxa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 0 142.034 0 0 0 0 0 142,034
CONST 0 0 70*466 0 0 0 0 70/466
TOTAL 0 142*034 70,466 0 0 0 0 212,500
MISC
x«31 SUNSET HIGHUAY RAMP METERING«xxxxxxa827»320xxKaxxx*xxxxxxx*xxxxxx*4xxxxxxxxxxxxxxaxxax*xxxxxxx*xxxxxxxxxxx
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 0 40,000 0 0 0 0 0 40,000
CONST 0 0 0 730,000 0 0 0 730,000
TOTAL 0 40,000 0 730,000 0 0 0 770,000
FAP27
x*32 OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY RESERVE-CATEGORY I-HIGHUAYx»xxxaxx832*476*X4xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxax*aaaxaxa*aaxxxxxxxaa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
RESRV 0 156,961 0 0 0 0 -156,961 0
N/A
xx33 OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY RESERVE-CATEGORY I-TRANSITxaxxxaxx843x481«X4xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx3Xtfxxxaxaa«xxxxxxxxxxx
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
RESRV 0 2,635,734 0 0 0 0 -2,635,734 0
N/A
AGENCY TOTAL: CATEGORY I
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 23,989,707
R/U 34,276,641
CONST 130,725,538
OPRTG 1,167,157
RESRV 201,857
TOTAL 190,360,900
315,010
403,212
1,563,377
0
12,091,052
14.372,650
100,000
0
13,415,466
0
619,917
14,135,383
0
0
3,520,000
0
253,633
3,773,633
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
47,269,030
47,269,030
24,404,717
34,679,853
149,224,381
1,167,157
60,435,488
269,911,595
TRANSPORTATION If f VETENT PROGRAH
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
CATEGORY I(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA*
AGENCY
PE
R/U
CONST
OPRTG
RESRM
TOTAL
TOTAL: CATEGORY I
23,989,707
34*276* 6A1
130*725.538
1,167,157
201,857
190,360/900
315/010
403#212
1,563,377
0
12/091/052
14,372.650
13/
14/
100/000
0
415/466
0
619/917
135/383
3/520/
253/
3/773,
0
0
000
0
633
633
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
47/
47/
269/
269/
0
0
0
0
030
030
24,404,717
34/679,853
149/224,381
1/167,157
60,435/488
269,911/595
-\
• u-irtui-vn-J. II-HI UUKVK-C 1/iginXWl
TRANSPORTATION IMPf IMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1 , 1984
I N FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
CITY OF PORTLAND
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
»*34 N COLUMBIA BLVD-0.25 MI U OF TERMINAL RD TO W OSUEGO AVEa*sBaa«R«»98434H517s8B8B8B8a»a3»HsaHsaaa8aa«8»»Has
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
R/U 331,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 331,500
CONST 2,742,935 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,742,935
TOTAL 3.074,435 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,074,435
FAU9956
**35 BASIN AVENUE/GOING STREET PR0JECT««B««B«88l8«362a*«BBaa**a*8a«SB»**aaaaa8aaaB*8BBaBBBxaaaaas»a«aBBaaaaBaaa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
R/U 271,150 0 25,160 0 0 0 0 296,310
CONST 1,679,623 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,679,623
TOTAL 1,950,773 0 25,160 0 0 0 0 1,975,933
FAU9930
x*36 N INTERSTATE AVE-GREELEY TO RUSSELLaaB«8*a*821a363aBaaaMB*Ma3*4»4adaaaaaBaaaaBaaa*aaB8*aaaaBSBaBa8aa8»a88a
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST 88,403 0 0 0 0 0 0 88,403
FAU9945
**37 TRAFFIC SIGNAL PR0JECTSaa«a8aaaa23a563B«aa*BaaaaaaiiaBBa«aa«8BasB**4B»aaa8aBBasB**aBBx«*8a«aBa«aBBBa8«a8aa8
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 0 0 62,500 0 0 -62,500 0 0
MISC
»»38 SIGNAL COfPUTER CONTROL EXPANSI0NB««asa8»a268435»»**B8**ii*iii8sa**»aa8aBa8Ba8fia8a88a8BBB*B«a8saasB8aaaBaaa»8
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST 55,334 -84 0 0 0 0 0 55,250
MISC
*«39 MACADAM AVE(0R43> PROJECT-ROSS ISL BRIDGE TO SELLUOOD BRI0GEaMjia*a*aa27a364a365BBaB»BB«8BaBBB««aaaaaaBa8aa FAU9565
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE
R/U
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
198,370
72,507
3,910,000
0
4,180,877
0
0
87,124
0
87,124
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
198,370
72,507
3,997,124
0
4,268,001
TRANSPORTATION I ^OVEHENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984 IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
CITY OF PORTLAND
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FAtt
x«4Q HOLLYUOOD DISTRICT IHPROVEHENTS-NE SANDY 8LVD-37TH TO 47TH«xaa*xa*x28»546aaxaaaxaaa«aa»aaaaaaj<*aaaaaaaaaax
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 198,889 51/467 0 0 0 0 0 250,356
R/U 163,200 34,000 0 0 0 0 0 197,200
CONST 0 0 2,610,563 0 0 0 0 2,610,563
TOTAL 362,089 85,467 2,610,563 3,058,119
FAU9326
x«41 NU FRONT AVE-NU 26TH AVE TO NW KITTRIDG£«aa**x*xa29»366**x**M*s»***x*xaa»a*aaa*aa*Hxaasaaaa«a«*aaaaaaa«aax
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST 522,074 0 0 0 0 0 0 522,074
FAU9300
»*42 SE HOUGATE BLVD-SE 17TH AVE TO SE 28TH AME-8RI0GE AND APPR0ACHES*a4aaaaaa42a329«a»»xaa«aaaaaaasxaxaxaaaaaa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST 4,450,600 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,450,600
FAU9793
x»43 ARTERIAL STREET 3R PR0GRA?iaaaaa»aaa43a519a5203521a518aax*aaaaa;fa«**aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaxaa«8aaaa*a*aaaaxaaaaaa MISC
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE
R/U
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
193,111
0
4,666,090
0
4,859,201
26,690
850
960,227
0
987,767
1,927,
1,927,
0
0
175
0
175
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-382,202
-382,202
219,801
850
7,553,492
-382,202
7,391,941
ax44 fKXOUGHLIN NEIGHBORHOOD TRAFFIC CIRCULATI0N»»«»*««*153«302**aa«a*a«xaaaxaaa*aaaaaaaaaa*«aaaa*a«aaaaaa»aaaa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 19,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 19,000
RESRM 0 0 0 0 0 0 414,153 414,153
TOTAL 19,000 0 0 0 0 0 414,153 433,153
N/A
TRANSPORTATION IMPRt IENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
CITY OF PORTLAND
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESrifiATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1983 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
a»45 MCLOUGHLIN 8LVD(0R99E> PED UNDERPASS - 100 FT SO OF HAIGaxaxaaaal69a337axaaaaa»x*xaaaaa«»aa»sa*ss»aa*aa*H» FAP26
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 37,100 -280 0 0 0 0 0 36,820
xx46 GRAND AVE<0R99E> AT MORRISON
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 22,358 0
CONST 145,180 0
TOTAL 167,538 0
- 2 LEFT Tl&N LAWESaa4aaaaxl70a338*«a«aaaxaaaaxaxaxxxaaaaaa*aa«aa3Bsaax»xs»aa FAU9809
22,358
145,180
167,538
»*47 33RD AT BROADWAY - S8/NB LEFT TURN REFUGESaaaa«x»al73*340*339xxx*<iiaaaaaa«axaaxxxaxaxxaxax*a*a*aaaaxaa*x*a
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 25,245 0 0 0 0 0 0 25,245
R/U 132,600 826 0 0 0 0 0 133,426
CONST 121,603 0 0 0 0 0 0 121,603
TOTAL 279,448 826 0 0 0 0 0 280,274
FAU9823
**48 39TH AVE - SE GLENUOOD TO CRYSTAL SPRINGS BLVD
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 46,450 0 0
R/U 41 0 0
CONST 494.434 0 0
TOIAL 540,925 0 0
* UIDENINGxxxxxxx*175x34lxxxxxxxxxxxxxxaxxxxxx*xxxxxxxxxxxx FAU9699
0
0
0
0
46,450
41
494,434
540,925
39TH « STARK -WIDENING/SB LEFT TURN rEDIAN/SIGNAL IffTERTIE/STRIPX«*xxxxxi78x343x342xxxsxxxxxxxsx»xxxxxxaxx
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 15,800 0 0 0 0 0 0 15,800
R/U 37,788 4,032 0 0 0 0 0 41,820
CONST 123,505 3,001 0 0 0 0 0 126,506
TOTAL 177,093 7,033 0 0 0 0 0 184,126
FAU9699
nc.inuruuj.inn QCIW/-*-
TRANSPORTATION IHPF WENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1# 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
CITY OF PORTLAND
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FAtt
xa50 CURB EXTENSION
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 13,889 13/889
ItISC
xx51 CURB C0R5CR HQOIFICATION
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 2,969 0
CONST 7,259 O
TOfAL. 10,228 0
2*969
7,259
10,228
msc
x»52 ACTUATED SIGNALS-SE BYBEE <& 23RD/SE T0U1AN <k »1ILWAUKIE-«17TH»«»«ii«<»183«346«»K»MJiii!iK»««»»K»«a«si«ic«»Kin»«K
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 1,153 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,153
CONST 41,152 0 0 0 0 0 0 41,152
TOTAL 42,305 O O O O O O 42,305
FAU9760
«»53 SIGNAL MODIFICATION AND REPLACEMENT PROGRAM - 8 L0CATI0NS*««»«»ii«185»347«8»»M8}i»JHUHi»««»a»a»«»»ini»nm»JUi}H«i
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 1,691 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,691
CONST 13,313 0 0 0 0 0 0 13,313
TOTAL 15,004 0 0 0 0 0 0 15,004
MISC
xx54 nCL0UGHLIN(0R99E)/MILUAUKI£
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 2,742 O 2,742
FAP26
x*55 SE DIVISION CORRIOORHHVISIO^OlffrON/HARRISONxxxKX^^ FAU9800
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 51,550 O O O O O O 51,550
TRANSPORTATION IMPRf ^ENT'PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1* 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
CITY OF PORTLAND
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLICATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FAff
»*56 39TH AVENUE CORRIDOR MPROVEMENT-GLISAH TO HQLGATE»88»8*»n91»351»350B8»*»B88a8X88*88aa»8a»«ass«8xa888S8a8
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 76,592 0 0 0 0 0 0 76,592
R/U 425,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 425,000
CONST 1,158,908 15,171 0 0 0 0 0 1,174,079
TOTAL 1,660,500 15,171 0 0 0 0 0 1,675,671
FAU9699
XM57 CONTINGENCY-CATEGOKY II-CITY OF P0RTLAI'©«8*art**al94a352*xa*a*s**aaaaaaa«aaax«aaa«aaB«84aa8aaaa<aBa8aaaa8«x
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,439,934 1,439,934
N/A
**58 UNION AUENUE<GR99E>-UFIDLER TO COLUMBIA
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 267,944 0 0
R/W 205,700 0 0
CONST 6,521,829 -176,726 0
TOTAL 6,995,473 -176,727 0
267,944
205,700
6,345,103
6,818,746
FAU9809
ft*59 GOING STREET NOISE MITIGATION PR0JECTaa8»assal98a38l8550*8aa«a«a*ass*aaaaBa8aa8B8aaaBBaHaaassasaa8B8aaaaaa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 287,720 5,049 0 0 0 0 0 292,769
CONST 626,450 0 0 0 0 0 0 626/450
TOTAL 914,170 5/049 0 0 0 0 0 919/219
FAU9945
ft*60 SU BROADWAY-SW 4TH TO SU 6THaa*aaaa82008382aa8Basaaxaaaju<«8aaaa;ia*aaBaaaaBBa8aaaaa8»Baaaa8Haa*a8aaBBaaBaa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 50,000 49,194 0 0 0 0 0 99,194
CONST 0 654,606 0 0 0 0 0 654,606
TOTAL 50,000 703,800 0 0 0 0 0 753,800
MISC
TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER L 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
CITY OF PORTLAND
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 198* 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FAtt
XX61 CONTINGENCY-CITY OF PORTLAi<8>~CATEGORY IIia»aasaaa203a383a»*aaasaaa*8aaaa8aaaaaaaaaaaaasa«aa»aa*aaaaaaaaaaa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
RESRV O O O O O O 1,401,056 1,401,054
N/A
K X 6 2 NU 18TH/19TH AND NU 14TH/16TH C0UPLETSaa«a3sa*239a424aaaaa*««a*«**aaaaaaaaasxaa*aaxxa8«H««a««a«as«a»«aa««H
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUWJS «
PE 55*920 0 0 0 0 0 0 55*920
CONST 384,680 O O O O O O 384*680
TOTAL 440*600 0 0 0 0 0 0 440*600
FAU9295
x*63 BEAVERTON HILLSDALE HWY(ORIO)-CAPITOL HUY TO SCHOLLS FY RD»a*K*a»*243a425»55laxax«ax««»axxaxx«»xx*aaxaaKaa FAU9228
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE
R/U
CONST
RESRV
TOIAL
272*935
522*410
0
0
795*345
0
0
1*972*849
0
1,972*849
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
109,651
109*651
272*935
522*410
1*972*849
109*651
2*877*845
x*64 FAU REPLACO1ENT CONTINGENCY-CITY OF P0RTUttff>saaaaaaa261«449a532««**8a8a«aaaaaa8aaa8aasasaaaaaa*axaaaaaa«aa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*093*431 1*093*431
N/A
x*65 ST HELENS ROAD RECONSTRUCTION-WEST CITY LIMITS TO NU KITTRIDGC AX»«xxxx»27lx495»xxxx»xx»aaaB»»xxxxxxaax»aa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 197*665 23*803 0 0 0 0 0 221,468
RESRV O O O O O O 250*000 250*000
TOTAL 197*665 23*803 0 0 0 0 250,000 471*468
FAP1
an66 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENTS IN NGRTHtEST P0RTLANDxxxxxax*278a496«x«xxxxxaaaxxxxxxxxxaxxxxxxaxa«xxxxKXxa«xx
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FlftftS
RESRV O O O O O O 4*185*724 4*185*724
MISC
TRANSPORTATION MPF [TENT PRQGRAfi
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
CITY OF PORTLAND
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA*
**67 II BURNSIDE ROAD/TICHNER DRIVE INTERSECTION
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 26,972 1,000 0
R/lt 69,820 0 0
CONST 465,797 21,952 0
TOfAL 562,589 22,952 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
27,972
69,820
487,749
585,541
FAU9326
x«68 NORTHWEST PORTLAND TRANSPORTATION STU0Y8»a«««**285«498a8*«*«MH**a«*«*ax«a8***xaaa«aaaH4**aa**xsaaxaaxaaaaa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 32,130 0 0 0 0 0 0 32,130
N/A
*«69 NU FRONT AVENUE RECONSTRUCTION-NU GLISAN TO NW 26TH AVE8*ai8aaa286*499aaaaaa8«assaaBaaaa8saaaasaaaa8»aaaas
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
0 0 0 0 0 0 243,537
0 0 0 0 0 0 120,700
0 0 0 0 0 4,172,502
PE
R/U
CONST
243,537
120,700
4,152,444
TOTAL 4,516,681
20,058
20,059 4,536,740
FAU9300
xx70 MARINE DRIVE WIDENING TO FOR LANES-I5 TO RIVERGATE8aa8a*M«298*5544aaaaaa8aaxaaaxaa8xa*asaaaaa*a«a*a*aaa*8
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 0 459,425 0 0 0 0 0 459,425
CONST 0 0 0 4,470,575 0 0 0 4,470,575
TOfAL 0 459,425 0 4,470,575 0 0 0 4,930,000
FAU9962
*«7i NE PORTLAND HUY IHPRQVERENT TO FOUR LANES-NE 60TH AVE TO
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 137,445 53,125 0 0 190,570
FAU9917
x»72 C0LUH8IA BLVD/CQLUHBIA UAY/N PORTLAND RD INTERSECTION irPRVrrra««*aaa8303*55588aKaaa«aaaaa8a«aa*8«aa88a888a
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 12,436 0 0 0 0 0 0 12,436
CONST 115,762 50,154 0 0 0 0 0 165,916
TOTAL 128,198 50,154 0 0 0 0 0 178,352
FAU9956
TRANSPCWTATION IWf~~ UEHT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1989
EFFECTIVE OCTO8ER 1, 1994
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
CITY OF PORTLAND
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESriCIATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED I9S4 1985 1986 1987
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FAtt
* * 7 3 COMMERCIAL ARTERIAL STREET LIGHT CONVERSION-CITY
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 28,681 O O
CONST 1,088,000 0 0
TOTAL 1,116,681 O O
28,681
1,088,000
1,116,681
RISC
x*74 POUELL BUTTE/MT SCOTT STUDY AREA-PROJECT
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 29,750 6,922 0 36,672
MSC
**75 SM TERUILLIGER BLVD-BA8BUR BLVD TO TAYLORS FERRY R0««JUUHW*309*559<««a««a«a««««««»«x««««H»a«*««M««««M««x« FAU9361
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE
R/U
CONST
RESRM
TOTAL
272,506
0
0
0
272,506
55,200
602,225
0
0
657,425
0
0
551,920
0
551,920
0
0
0
-602,225
-602,225
327,710
602,225
551,920
-602,225
879,630
* *76 82ND AVEMiE-SISKIYOU TO
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 37,442 0
CONST 221,178 22
TOTAL 258,620 22
37,442
221,200
258,642
FAU9713
**77 SIGNAL MODIFICATION AT 10 LQCATIONSOEFT TURW-SE
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 2,082 -332 0
CONST 48,960 250 0
TOTAL 5 1 , 0 4 2 - 8 2 0
1,750
49,210
50,960
MISC
TRANSPORTATION Iff»r >CNf PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
CITY OF PORTLAND
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESriHATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
KX78 EAST BURNSIDE-90TH TO
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE
CONST
TOfAL
35*700
295,926
331,626
8,538
33,436
41,975
0
0
0
44,238
329,362
373,601
FAU9822
XX79 NU 23RD
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 60,200 49,449 0 0
R/U 0 0 274,999 160,201
CONST 0 0 0 1,125,000
TOTAL 60,200 49,449 274,999 1,285,201
109,649
435,200
1,125,000
1,669,849
FAU9326
NU 21ST/225<©-THURMAN TO
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 112,710
R/U 0
CONST 0
TOTAL 112,710
FAU9317
0
19,975
0
19,975
0
0
792,000
792,000
112,710
19,975
792,000
924,685
x*81 NU INTERSECTION IHPROVEfflENfS-22 L0CATI0NS«rtxxxxxx631x502*x«xxx«xax9xxBXxx»axxxxxxaxxx*axxxx«a»saaHxxxHXx»x
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 33,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 33,000
CONST 0 0 294,015 0 0 32,985 0 327,000
TOTAL 33,000 0 294,015 0 0 32,985 0 360,000
tiISC
xx82 NU CIRCULATION II1PR0VEHENTS-10
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 0
R/U 0
CONST 0
TOTAL 0
15,000
0
0
15,000
0
8,500
0
8,500
0
0
59,800
59,800
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
15,000
8,500
59,800
83,300
MSC
TRANSPi&TAnON > £ N T ' PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
CITY OF PORTLAND
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESriflATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA*
XX83 NW EMERETT/GLISAN-NW 18TH TO WESTOVER
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE O O O
CONST 0 0 0
TOTAL O O O
0
0
0
0
0
0
8,500
50,700
59,200
0
0
0
8,500
50,700
59,200
FAU9314
**84 WEST FREMONT
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 10,710 -10,710
FAU9305
* * 8 5 SIGNAL REPLACO1ENT-34
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 54,825 0
CONST 0 1,064,350
TOTAL 54,825 1,064,350
54,825
1,064,350
1,119,175
HISC
ft*86 SIGNAL REPLACEHENT-16
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST 386,083 386,083
HISC
**87 NEW SIGNALS-5 LOCATIGNS-PORTLAM) BLVD ET
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST 129,310 0 0 0 129,310
flISC
a<i88 COLUMBIA BLVD <3) NEW TRAFFIC
INTERSTATE TRA»«FER FUNDS
CONST 239,837 0 0 239,837
FAU9956
TRANSPORTATION IMP* TENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1» 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
CITY OF PORTLAND
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESttMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FAtf
K*89 NE SANDY BLVD AT 5OTH AM) 70TH-NEU SICtf^S«a»*«a*a652a453»<aaaH«SM*BaB«K«aa8aaaa*ax*xa«aa*XK»**a*aaaaasa«M
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST 44,724 0 0 0 0 0 0 44,724
FAU9326
ft*9Q COLUMBIA BLVD AT 47TH-NEU TRAFFIC SIGNALassasa**653a454a«aaasa8K»aKaaxa»aaaaa8aaxaHa»B«Ba88saa388»B8aaaa«a
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 1,410 1,140 0 0 0 0 0 2,550
CONST 38,208 10,079 0 0 0 0 0 48,287
TOTAL 39,618 11,219 0 0 0 0 0 50,837
FAU9956
**91 SW CAPITOL AT HL&ER-NEU TRAFFIC
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST 60,810 0 60,810
FAU9407
a«92 COLISEUM AREA TRAFFIC SIGNALS-SIGNAL OTR0VErflENTKa»taa8«*657*354»562BBXX8aaaB8BaBxaaB8B«8a8a8*>i38a8aa8aa8aa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST 390,000 1 0 0 0 0 0 390,001
tiISC
a*93 CITYWIOE SIGNAL SYSTEM ANALYSISaaaaa8«B660*356B355*394«539aaBartB*asBaxxaaaaB8aaxBaaaxa«aB«aaaa38a8aaaaa«Ba
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FIM5S
PE 305,374 197,700 0 0 0 0 0 503,074
CONST 1,064,300 -219,300 900,000 350,000 0 0 0 2,095,000
TOTAL 1,369,674 -21,600 900,000 350,000 0 0 0 2,598,074
MISC
Kft94 CBD TRAFFIC SIGNAL REPLACEMENTS UNIT A-21 L0CATI0NSaaaa*H»«661«456*a»a«BaaaHBaa«a8aa»aa«Haa8Ba*HaaaH8aa«aa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST 645,022 126,478 0 0 0 0 0 771,500
MISC
TRANSPORTATION I M P ^ TENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1 , 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
CITY OF PORTLAND(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESrifiATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
«*95 CBD TRAFFIC SIGNAL REPLACEI1ENTS UNIT B-BAfrFIELD LRT
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 0 105.500 0 0
CONST 0 1,055,000 0 0
TOTAL 0 1,160,500 0 0
MISC
105,500
1,055,000
1,160,500
**96 INTERSTATE AT TILLAMOOK-SIGNAL REPLAOEt1ENT*a«aaaaa663a457aaaaaaB«axaaaaa«aaaaaaaaaaaa**aaaaaassa«aaaaaaaaa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 2,040 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,040
CONST 28,033 9,350 0 0 0 0 0 37,383
TOTAL 30,073 9,350 0 0 0 0 0 39,423
FAU9361
x*97 82ND AVE (6) SIGNAL REPLACEMENTS-SANDY TO UA3HINGT0Naaaaaa«a668*540aaaaaa»aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaassa*aaaaaaaaaaa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 6,623 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,623
CONST 193,148 16,643 0 0 0 0 0 209,791
TOTAL 199,771 16,643 0 0 0 0 0 216,414
FAU9713
* * 9 8 COLUMBIA BLUD-DELAUARE TO CHAUTAUQUA»a»a«»aa712a564«aaa«<aia«aiia«mi«aaxaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa*{aaaaa8aaaa« FAU9956
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE
R/U
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
118,150
0
0
0
118,150
0
0
0
0
0
0
255,000
1,377,850
0
1,632,850
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-184,450
-184,450
118,150
255,000
1,377,850
-184,450
1,566,550
* *9? SE FOSTER RD WPR0VEMENTS-122W) TO JENME RDaaaaaaa<714a395«565*x»a*«a*aaaaaaaaaaaaaxa»xaasaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 180,965 0 0 0 0 0 0 180,965
RESRU 0 0 0 0 0 0 -180,965 -180,965
TOTAL 180,965 0 0 0 0 0 -180,965 0
FAU9776
TRANSPORTATION IMPR TENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTO8ER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
CITY OF PORTLAND
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA*
8100 NORTHUEST
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
OPRTG 85,000 0 85,000
N/A
*101 8ANFIELD FIRE
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 0 17,000 17,000
FAP68
«102 SU VERMONT STREET-30TH AVENUE TO QLESON R0ADaaa8axax726x313a357x396a413xaxa8xaxxaaaxxxaxaaaaaa8aaxaxxxxx*x
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUMDS
PE 208,930 23,000 0 0 0 -72,980 0 158,950
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 5,076 5,076
TOTAL 208,930 23,000 0 0 0 -72,980 5,076 164,026
FAU9398
»103 MARQUAM RAMP STREET IMPROVEMENTS-SE UATER/YAmiLL/TAYUJR/CLAYaaa«i8*xa727x358a»aaa8axaxa8xa8a«as8a8aaaxaxxa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 37,400 0 0 0 0 0 0 37,400
R/U 0 0 170,000 0 0 0* 0 170,000
CONST 0 0 0 487,050 0 0 0 487,050
TOTAL 37,400 0 170,000 487,050 0 0 0 694,450
FAU9366
8104 82ND AVENUE-DIVISION TO CRYSTAL SPRINGS-UNITS 1 & 2xxxxx*xx7304567*xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxaxxxaxaxxxxxxxxx FAU9713
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE
R/U
CONST
TOTAL
72,845
0
0
72,845
115,685
0
0
115,685
0
0
0
0
0
1,404,200
586,500
1,990,700
0
0
543,022
543,022
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
188,530
1,404,200
1,129,522
2,722,252
8105 CITY OF PORTLAND REGIONAL TRANSIT/HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PR0JECTSaxxx«xxx7438568x470x469x»xxa»x»*axaaax»»axaa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUb©S
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 948,648 948,648
V 1 W I IX J.W I
TRANSPORTATION M P f HENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
CITY OF PORTLAND(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FAtt
»1O6 NM FRONT AVE-GLI8AS4 TO COUCH<EVERETT-FRONT CONNECTOR) a*Ma«¥Ha751*507*a*Kaaa«*K«*x«*KH**aaK»aa**K«xaa*«aaa« FAU9300
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE
R/U
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
159,120
0
0
0
159,120
0
6,800
0
0
6,800
0
0
1,102,450
0
1,102,450
0
0
0
415,790
415,790
159,120
6,800
1,102,450
415,790
1,684,160
*107 N VANCOUVER UAY-UNION AVENUE TO MARINE DRIVE»*«*«»«*762»571»398»'<in»«*»»»««»»*»««i<»«»J»i«itK»«»»*i»ii»M»in«i?nf)i FAU9960
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 270,300 0 0 0 0 0 0 270,300
R/U 0 21,250 0 0 0 0 0 21,250
CONST 0 2,777,630 0 0 0 0 0 2,777,630
TOTAL 270,300 2,798,880 0 0 0 0 0 3,069,180
«108 UNALLOCATED RESERVE-CITY OF P0RTLArK>«8saaa«a788a474aaaaa*a«aaa*aa<<aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa8aa4aaaaaa**aaaaaaaaaHa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUM)S
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 162,575 162,575
N/A
»109 PEDESTRIAN/SCHOOL SIGNAL-NE 47TH AVENUE AND QREG0N«aaaaa3»801»572S4»»»aaaaaaaaaaaaa«aaaaaaaa»a«8aaaaaaaaaa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 3,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,500
CONST 0 35,094 6*906 0 0 0 0 42,000
TOTAL 3,500 35,094 6,906 0 0 0 0 45,500
FAU9837
allO BANFIELD FREEUAY-CITY BRIDGE REPAIR U0RK8aaaaaas8088573a«a*a*a*a)ia<aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa8aaaaa*<aa88aaaaaaa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST 0 87,875 0 0 0 0 0 87,875
FAI84
• •.inurui.* i m uw\Yf
TRANSPORTATION I f W
tfl<lli\Jlbl
*ENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
CITY OF PORTLAND
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 19871988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
x l l l OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY RESERVE-CITY OF P0RTLAHDaaasaaxx833*477xa«x<xxxxaa8aaaxxxxxaxxxaaaasa«s*axaaaaaax«a
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
RESRV 0 6/179*818 O O O O -6 ,179 ,818 0
N/A
*112 SIGNAL MODIFICATIONS(3)-NORTH PQRTL/M>aaBa*aaa840»46OaaRxx*8*83a'i*<axxaaa»a8a8aaax8XKa*axa8asaaa8aa8aaaa8a
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 0 7,100 0 0 0 0 0 7,100
CONST 0 0 76,500 0 0 0 0 76,500
TOTAL 0 7,100 76,500 0 0 0 0 83,600
I1ISC
K113 NEW C8D TRAFFIC SIGWMLS<5)xxxxxxx»841x46lx*X8XXHXXXXXX«xxxxxax*«xx<xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx*xxxaxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 0 18,800 0 0 0 0 0 18,800
CONST 0 0 205,000 0 0 0 0 205,000
TOTAL 0 18,800 205,000 0 0 0 0 223,800
MISC
a l l 4 SIGNAL
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUW)S
PE 0
CONST 0
TOTAL 0
37,500
0
37,500
0
856,600
856,600
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
37,500
856,600
894,100
I1ISC
«115 NE HOLLADAY LRT TRAFFIC SIGNALSaaaa8aaa847K597aasaa8aa2fa«aaaaa«xaa*aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa<xaaaaaa«aaaaaaaaaaa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST 0 696,900 0 0 0 0 0 696,900
FAU9903
*116 StJ BERTHA &LVD-SW VERMONT TO BARBUR BLVDx8S8«8aa849a5988558aaa<i«axaxaxxxaaaaaaxxxaxxxaa88aaaaaaaaxaaaax8a8 FAU9420
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 0 141,950 0 0 0 0 0 141,950
R/W 0 0 9,350 0 0 0 0 9,350
CONST 0 0 0 671,350 0 0 0 671,350
TOTAL 0 141,950 9,350 671,350 0 0 0 822,650
TRANSPORTATION IttPR TENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
CITY OF PORTLAND
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA*
*117 NE LOHBARD/COLUHBIA BLVD VIA NE 60TH AVENUE«aaaKaa*854«569aaaa*«aaiiaaa*«aaaaaKaaaKaKa*a«xaaHaasaaaaa*aa*aa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 0 0 50,000 0 0 0 0 50/000
FAU9917
»118 N RIVERGATE DRIVE-SLOUGH BRIDGE STREET
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 31,875 85 0
CONST 0 1,132,540 0
TOfAL 31,875 1,132,625 0
0 31,960
0 1,132,540
0 1,164,500
FAU9958
»119 NE GERTZ/13TH-VAHC0UVER WAY TO ttERRITT/FAZI0«aa«««*a857a577aaaa«*«*aa«*Ha*aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa*asa<aa**«aaHaaa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 0 78,540 0 0 0 0 0 78,540
CONST 0 0 688,560 0 0 0 0 688,560
TOTAL 0 78,540 688,560 0 0 0 0 767,100
FAU9961
»120 AIRPORT UAY-I205 TO 148TH AVE-UNIT Ix»aaaa*a858a578aaa«**«aaJta<ia«aaaaaaasaaaaaaaaaxM*as»aaasaasHaaaaaa*aaa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 0 397,500 300,000 21,005 0 0 0 718,505
CONST 0 0 0 0 1,889,900 0 0 1,889,900
TOTAL 0 397,500 300,000 21,005 1,889,900 0 0 2,608,405
FAU9940
al21 AIRPORT UAY-NE 148TH TO NE 168TH-UNIT Iiaaaaaaa»859a36la<Maaaaax««*xaaaaxaaaaaHxaaaxKM*aaaaaaa«aaaaaaaa«aa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 1,364,300 0 1,364,300
FAU9940
*122 AIRPORT UAY-NE 168TH TO 181ST/SANDY-UNIT IIIaaaHHaax861*579«»«aas«*iiMxaHaa»aaaaaaHaa*aaa«aa9»xs«8aaaaaasa«a
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 3,783,800 0 3,783,800
TRANSPORTATION MPtf TENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
CITY OF PORTLAND
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESf MATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
AGENCY TOTAL: CITY OF PORTLAND
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE
R/W
CONST
OPRTG
RESRV
TOTAL
4*567,751
2,352,416
37*360,914
85,000
0
44,366*081
1,879,845
87,733
10,434.679
0
6,179,818
18,582,075
AGENCY TOTAL: CITY OF PORTLAND
PE 4,567,751 1,879,845
RAI 2r 352.416 87,733
CONST 37*360,914 10,434.679
OPRTG 85,000 0
RESRV 0 6,179,818
TOTAL 44,366,081 18* 582» 075
467,700
1,345,234
10,045,619
0
0
11,858,553
467,700
1,345,234
10,045,619
0
0
11,858,553
21,005
1,564,401
8,302,195
0
0
9,887,601
21,005
1,564,401
8,302,195
0
0
9,887,601
0
0
2,432.922
0
0
2,432,922
0
0
2,432,922
0
0
2,432,922
-126*980
0
6*023*785
0
0
5*896,805
-126,980
0
6,023,785
0
0
5,896,805
0
0
0
0
2,896,377
2,896,377
0
0
0
0
2,896,377
2,896,377
6,809,320
5,349,784
74,600,114
85,000
9,076,195
95,920,414
6,809,320
5,349,784
74,600,114
85,000
9,076,195
95,920,414
TRANSPORTATION TENT PROGRAH
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1* 1984 IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
MULTNOHAH COUNTY
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESriliATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FAft
«123 SELLUOOD BRIDGE
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
903,436
0
903,436
-3,898
0
-3,898
0
0
0
0
0
0
899,538
0
899,538
FAU9704
31124 238TH /WE IdPROVEfENT-UP RRXNG TO HALSEY STxtxxttttn'SQxAQa************************************************
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 36,216 0 0 0 0 0 0 36,216
R/U 16,267 0 0 0 0 0 0 16,267
CONST 275,200 0 0 0 0 0 0 275,200
TOTAL 327,683 1 0 0 0 0 0 327,684
FAU9877
«125 EAST COUNTY SIGNAL PR0JECTS-STARK/22N0/HALSEY/A02ltf«*»a««««137a298«^^
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 14,591 19,409 0 0 0 0 0 34,000
CONST 466,842 0 0 0 0 0 0 466,842
TOTAL 481,433 19,409 0 0 0 0 0 500,842
MISC
»126 242ND AV£ TST1 IMPROVEHENTS-DIVISION TO GLlS6Hxxxxxxxxl38x379x4Q4*23U2?9xxxxxxxxxx»xxxxxxxx*zx*xxx»x*xxxxx FAU9877
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
18,844
453,335
0
472,179
12,691
73,414
0
86,105
0
0
1,723,603
1,723,603
31,535
526,749
1,723,603
2,281,887
«127 257TH AVE ItiPROVErtENT & EXTENSION-COLUTSIA HUY TO STARK
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE
R/U
CONST
TOTAL
74,000
0
0
74,000
148,777
1,224,000
0
1,372,777
0
0
1,347,653
1,347,653
0
0
0
0
222,777
1,224,000
1,347,653
2,794,430
FAU9883
TRANSPORTATION imf TJENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1989 PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1* 1984
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
nULTNOdAH COUNTY
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1983 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FAft
«128 SE 72ND RECONSTRUC(TON-DUKE TO CLACKAfiAS COUNTY LINEa*a«a*4«165*335a»*a«aaaaaa«aaaaaaa»aaa«xaa*aaaaaaa«*aa FAU9723
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 17,800 0 0 0 0 0 0 17,800
CONST 567,115 0 0 0 0 0 0 567,115
TOTAL 584,915 0 0 0 0 0 0 584,915
8129 BURNSIDE BRIDGE RESURFACING AND jaiNTSaaaa«sa«16£H336aa««*aa«««*a<««aaaaaaaaaa«aaaaa«a3aaaaaaaa«aaa*«*x«aa FAU9326
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 5,974 0 0 0 0 0 0 5,974
CONST 284,518 0 0 0 0 0 0 284,518
TOTAL 290,492 0 0 0 0 0 0 290,492
»130 BROADWAY BRIDGE RD3URFACINGHf3tfft******204»384K******a***4tf*KK^^ FAU9318
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 5,540 0 0 0 0 0 0 5,540
CONST 87,276 0 0 0 0 0 0 87,276
TOTAL 92,816 0 0 0 0 0 0 92,816
»131 221ST/223RD-P0UELL BLVD TO FARISS RD-UNITS 1 % 2aa3Kaa«*203a386a405a385a»aaasHH««aa**«a«H««««**««««»«««**« FAU9867
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 234,891 43,667 0 0 0 0 0 278,558
R/U 1,003,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,003,000
CONST li 907,171 9,999 0 0 0 0 0 1,917,170
TOTAL 3,145,062 53,667 0 0 0 0 0 3,198,729
8132 FAIRVIEU AVE SIGHALIZATIGN- AT HALSEY ST AND AT SANDY BLVD«*aa«»x»212H406aa»aaaaaa»«*aaaaaaaa«»sa«a«»»a«aH FAU9867
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 3,272 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,272
CONST 40,346 0 0 0 0 0 0 40,346
TOTAL 43,618 0 0 0 0 0 0 43,618
TRANSPORTATION IMPtf TENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
MULTNOHAH COUNTY
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
X133 182ND AVENUE UIDENING-DIVISION ST TO POWELL BLVDa8ass«a82138407*390aa8?t»»a«8aKaB88*8*8*88«a«H83a»888K8aaaa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
53,700 0 0 0 0 0 0 53,700
72,250 0 0 0 0 0 0 72,250
1,009,875 20,900 0 0 0 0 0 1,030,775
PE
R/U
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL 1,135,825
0
20,900
84,263
84,263
84,263
1,240,988
FAU9891
a!34 221ST AVE EXTENSION/TOULE RD IMPViiT-JOHNSON CREEK TO HEINEY<3>aaBa<BS8214a4088a8aBa8aaBaBaa8«a*88S8aaaax8B
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
283,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 283,000
0 85,465 0 0 0 0 0 85,465
PE
R/U
CONST
TOTAL
0
283,000
1,004,000
1,089,465
1,004,000
1,372,465
FAU9867
*135 CHERRY PARK RD/257TH DRIVE-242ND AVE TO TROUTDALE RDxBS8a«*«216a409*a«*a*Bafi»a«a8a«*a**8»8S«aa3aB8*sx*XBBa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 47,887 0 0 0 0 0 0 47,887
CONST 581,400 0 0 0 0 0 0 581,400
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 - 1
TOTAL 629,287 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 629,286
FAU9880
«136 SANDY BLVD C0RRID0R-99TH AVE TO 162ND AV£a3ss8«Ha2448427a426aaaaaa*aHa8BSBaBa8»aafi8aaa4a«aas883aaaaaaBaBaa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 76,586 734 0 0 0 0 0 77,320
R/U 41,990 0 0 0 0 0 0 41,990
CONST 453,163 0 0 0 0 9,597 0 462,760
TOTAL 571,739 734 0 0 0 9,597 0 582,070
FAU9326
«137 E BURNSIDE-SE 223R0 TO SE POWELL BLVD-C0NSTRUCri0Na»»a»»«»2528410«43la4^aa8aaaaaaa»ii»a»aa»aa»a8aaa»«»»aaa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST 1,634,200 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,634,200
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 1,634,200 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,634,200
FAU9822
TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1* 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
HULTNOI1AH COUNTY
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
*138 POWELL AMD 190TH INTERSECTION If^R0VEI1ENT«M»«»a«»293M51A<J«'««»J<»9<ji«i««»f«a»)<8»H»M«)i»»»»MX»«M«x»«xaH)iM»x«)i«»»» FAP24
INTERSTATE TRANSFER RM)S
PE
R/U
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
153,340
0
0
0
153,340
26,222
1,000,001
0
0
1,026,223
0
0
1,573,886
0
1,573,886
0
0
0
-289,475
-289,475
179,562
1,000,001
1,573,886
-289,475
2,463,973
*139 BURNSIOE ST-STARK TO 223RD
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
R/U 198,475 0
CONST 0 1,800,000
RESRV 0 0
TOTAL 198,475 1,800,000
0
0
622,775
622,775
198,475
1,800,000
622,775
2,621,250
FAU9822
X140 221ST AVENUE-POUELL THROUGH JOHNSON CREEK BRIDGE-U % 2)******x*715*412xx***xx*z***x*x***********xxx****** FAU9867
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
R/U 342,635 0 0 0 0 0 0 342,635
CONST 308,142 1,085,558 0 0 0 0 0 1,393,700
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 106,733 106,733
TOTAL 650,777 1,085,558 0 0 0 0 106,733 1,843,068
*141 SYLVAN/SKYLINE INPROVEMENTS-VICINITY OF SUNSET HIGHWAY«»«««H»«83U»399«459«323«543K433«574»«««K««»«»»JH«K«« TBD
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE
R/U
CONST
TOTAL
100,000
0
0
100,000
0
0
23,800
23,800
0
1,243,000
318,000
1,561,000
0
0
115,200
115,200
100,000
1,243,000
457,000
1,800,000
»142 OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY RESERVE-nULTNGtiAH
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
RESRV 0 972,362 0 -972,362
N/A
nuinwruuiirm gtnv/'-" l/A9inXLrl
TRANSPORTATION II1PR MENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
rWLTNOMAH COUNTY
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA*
»143 SE STARK STREET-242ND AVENUE TO 257TH AVENUE»a«»«*««837»324H414»400««»«»»««»»«»«»«»M»M«»««»«»«^M»«««»M}iK«« FAU9810
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 20,400 55,080 0 0 0 0 0 75,480
R/U 0 8 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 5 0
CONST 0 804,150 0 0 0 0 0 804,150
TOTAL 20,400 860,080 0 0 0 0 0 880,480
AGENCY TOTAL: fMLTNOIIAH COUNTY
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE
R/W
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
1,046,041
1,674,617
8,972,019
0
11,692,677
406,580
2,310,317
4,794.123
972,362
8,483,381
AGFNCY TOTAL: MULTNOMAH COUNTY
PE
R/U
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
1,046,041
1,674,617
8,972,019
0
11,692,677
406,580
2,310,317
4,794,123
972,362
8,483,381
0
0
2,945,339
0
2,945,339
0
0
2,945,339
0
2,945,339
0
1,243,000
318,000
0
1,561,000
1,243,000
318,000
0
1,561,000
0
0
115,200
0
115,200
0
0
115,200
0
115,200
0
0
9,597
0
9,597
0
0
9,597
0
9,597
0
0
0
1,275,536
1,275,536
0
0
0
1,275,536
1,275,536
1,452,621
5,227,934
17,154,277
2,247,898
26,082,730
1,452,621
5,227,934
17,154,277
2,247,898
26,082,730
TRANSPORTATION IMPR TENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1. 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
CLACKAHAS COUNTY
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA*
«144 LOWER BOONES FERRY RD-MADRONA TO SU JEANaBsaaa8aa68»4i5»368«27i8a*«aa8aa«aa8a88axa8aaa*Baaas8a*s8aa«»a8««a
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
R/U 525i583 165,750 0 0 0 0 0 691,333
CONST 0 477,694 O O O O O 477,694
TOTAL 525,583 643,444 O O O O O 1,169,027
FAU9473
*145 82ND DRIVE-HIGHWAY 212 TO 1205- C0f^TRUCnQN*a«»«a*aa7lB437aH8aa«a*B8aa«a«»*a«a«a8a888»«a8»aa8S8aaa8«8aa*a
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST 393,474 0 0 0 0 0 0 393,474
FAU9653
»146 SUNNYSIDE ROAD-STEVENS ROAD TO 122ND UNIT l8aaaaa8*a77a523*aaa*«i}t*aaaaa«aaBaaaBaaBaa8*8aB«8aaa8aaa8aaB8a8
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 21,845 0 0 0 0 0 0 21,845
R/U 148,750 0 0 0 0 0 0 148,750
CONST 314,530 0 0 0 0 0 0 314,530
TOTAL 485,125 0 0 0 0 0 0 485,125
FAU9718
«147 SUNNYSIDE ROAD REALIGNMENT-O.25 MI WEST OF 142ND (S CURVE>«a»B*aaaa78a438aaRaBaaBBBXX«BBaaaaaa*aaaas«««aaa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST 172,517 0 0 0 0 0 0 172,517
FAU9718
«148 OSUEGO CREEK B3IDGECQR43)-BRIDGE REPLACEMENT AND NEW BIKEUAYaarfaaa*al03a278a37la442B463a528a512aaaaaaa«BBa FAU9565
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE
R/U
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
98,856
37,635
1,836,168
0
1,972,659
0
0
37,332
0
37,333
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
49,254
49,254
98,856
37,635
1,873,500
49,254
2,059,246
»149 OSUEGO HIGHUAY<CR43) AT CEDAR OAKS-LEFT TURN REFUG£S«««««**»113a529««a»«»»H8aaa«aaa«K«aaa«xH«aaa«xaaaxxa««
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST 34,438 0 0 0 0 0 0 34,438
FAU9565
iib.i (\i/?-wt_* i n n <AAV»--••-•c.
TRANSPORTATION IfiPR TENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984 IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
CLACKAfiAS COUNTY
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESriflATED EXPENDITURES 8Y FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA*
X150 HIGHUAY 212 WPROVEHENTS (1205 EAST TO HIGHUAY
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
FAP74
PE
R/U
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
437,580
2,686,000
2,013,073
0
5,136,653
52,955
178,500
3,157,096
0
3,388,551
490,535
2,864,500
5,170,169
0
8,525,204
*151 OREGON CITY BYPASS-PARK PLACE TO COtiftJNITY C0LLE^««»«»M»125»515»377«378»290H««*Jt««>nuia»H»xa«aH««a8««x»»}i
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 1,093,950 0 0 0 0 0 0
R/U 4,632,500 263,585 0 0 0 0 0
CONST 8,796,938 7,552,499 0 0 0 0 0
RESRV
TOTAL 14,523,388 7,816,084
666,524
666,524
1,093,950
4,896,085
16,349,437
666,524
23,005,996
TBD
»152 STATE STREET C0RRI00R(0R43>-B AVENUE TO NORTH SH0REM»»»tx«ii*133ii296'i418»»»»«ii«)U»»n«i«i»ui*XM»J»w«»»«i»»uuuiM FAU9565
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE
R/U
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
94,605
0
96,461
0
191,066
53,295
411,000
-64,756
0
399,539
0
0
1,142,000
0
1,142,000
0
0
0
-117,773
-117,773
147,900
411,000
1,173,705
-117,773
1,614,832
S153 GLADSIUNE/MLUAUKIE SUBAREA
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS HISC
PE
R/U
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
203,504
138,492
1,381,390
0
1,723,386
26,683
21,913
106,617
219,410
374,623
230,187
160,405
1,488,007
219,410
2,098,009
TRANSPORTATION >effIpROGRATI
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
CLACKAtiAS COUNTY
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA*
*154 RAILROAD AVENUE/HARMONY R0AD-82N0 TO IIILUAUKIE CBD-UNIT I**«aaaa*553*305«««aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaxsaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
63,008 0 0 0 0 0
31,992 0 0 0 0 0
0 1,000,000 899,532 0 0 0
FAU9702
PE
R/U
CONST
TOTAL
124,992
0
0
124,992 95,000 1,000,000 899,532
188,000
31,992
1,899,532
2,119,524
*155 CLACKATIAS TOUN CENTER
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 10,530
CONST 86,000
TOTAL 96,530
10,530
86,000
96,530
N/A
»156 82ND DRIVE-HUY 212 TO GLADSTONE/1205
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 170,000 0 0
CONST 0 0 2,306,145
TOTAL 170,000 0 2,306,145
170,000
2,306,145
2,476,145
FAU9653
THIESSEN/JENNINGS CQRRIDOR-OATFIELD ROAD TO I205aaaaaaa»58la309asaaa*aaaaaaaaaaa»8aaaa«aaaa8aa*aaaa*aa*aaa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 145,520 57,205 0 0 0 0 0 202,725
CONST 0 0 0 0 760,979 0 0 760,979
TOTAL 145,520 57,205 0 0 760,979 0 0 963,704
FAU9698
*158 RAILROAD AVENUE/HARMONY R0AD-82ND/SUNNYSIDE REALIGNMENT-UNIT IIa*aas«aa764a316aaaaaa«aa«aaaasaa»aaaa»«*aa*
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
15,150 0 0 0 0 0 50,000
700,000 0 0 0 0 0 700,000
285,000 0 0 0 0 0 285,000
1,000,150 0 0 0 0 0 1,035,000
FAU9702
PE
R/U
CONST
TOTAL
34,850
0
0
34,850
TRANSPORTATION IMPR NENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
CLACKAT1A8 COUNTY
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
*159 UNALLOCATED RESERVE-CLACKAflAS CX)UNTY»»«aaaaa789»54ix475»4!ra8*8d**a*aaa8a«aaaaaa8a8aBsaaaasaBa»*aa»aaa8a8Ba N/A
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 62*812 62*812
*16Q OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY RESERVE-K1.ACKAMAS C0UNTYaaaHxaaa835*479aa«a*xaBaaaaaaHaBXBaaaBaaaaaaasasaaaaxaaaxaa
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
RESRV 0 674*385 0 0 0 0 -674*385 0
»161 SUNNYSIDE ROAD-UNIT Ilsaaaaaa8838a544a325a»aaa»asaaaaaaa*B*asaaasit!*8aaaaaBaa8BBBaa88Ba*aaaaB}ia3Baaaaa8aaaa FAU9718
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE
R/U
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
58*310
533*800
0
0
592*110
0
0
1*318*000
0
1*318*000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
267*890
267*890
58*310
533*800
1*318*000
267*890
2*178*000
»162 HUBBARO ROAD EXTENSION TO CLACKAfiAS HIGHUAYaaBaa«aa839a326a«aB«x*x*aaBaBBaaaaBBXBaaBBa«Baaaa«a*BBaaaa*aBa8
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 43*775 21*225 0 0 0 0 0 65*000
CONST 0 435*000 0 0 0 0 0 435*000
TOTAL 43*775 456*225 0 0 0 0 0 500,000
TBD
»163 HIGHWAY 43 6 MCKIU.ICAN/HOOD AVENUE UIQENINGaaaaaa«8853»327a8aBBa«4XBaaaaaaa88aaaaaBaB*a8aaaaa*aaaaaaaa88a
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST 0 170*000 0 0 0 0 0 170*000
FAU9565
*164 BEAVERCREEK RD EXTCRED SOILS)-BEAVERCREEK RD TO UARIO-ttlLNE»a*xax4x855x328a462xx*»XKK*xxxxxxaaxxxxxxxxxax
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 0 130*000 0 0 0 0 0 130*000
FAU9742
V 1 9 I IN A W I
TRANSPORTATION IMPR I1ENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1/ 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
CLACKAMA8 COUNTY
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESrWATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA*
AGENCY TOTAL: CLACKAHAS COUNTY
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE
R/U
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
2,538,317
B*702*760
15,124,989
0
26,366,066
419,522
1,772,740
13,474,483
893,795
16,560,540
AGFNCY TOTAL: CLACKAttAS COUNTY
P£ 2,538,317
R/U 8,702,760
CONST 15,124,989
RESRV 0
TOTAL 26,366,066
419,522
1,772,740
13,474,483
893,795
16,560,540
0
0
4,448,145
0
4,448,145
0
0
4,448,145
0
4,448,145
0
0
899,532
0
899,532
0
0
899,532
0
899,532
0
0
760,979
0
760,979
0
0
760,979
0
760,979
0
0
0
254,322
254,322
0
0
0
254,322
254,322
2,957,839
10,475,500
34,708,128
1,148,117
49,289,584
2,957,839
10,475,500
34,708,128
1,148,117
49,289,584
TRANSPORTATION MPR flENT PROGRATI
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1. 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
UASHINGTON COUNTY
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA*
*165 SU 65TH/NYBERG RD-I5 TO SA5ERT RD-UNIT #lH33NSTRUCTI0N»*K»<KM»«83*439»»a»*»Ji»«»Ji«a»««ii»»»t«»H}i»4»H»»»}i«}iH«*
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST 382^344 1 O O O O O 382/345
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 39*861 39,861
TOTAL 382*344 1 0 0 0 0 39/861 422/206
FAU9556
8166 SU NYBERG ROAD-SU 89TH AVE TO I5-UNIT
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
R/W 329/293 0 0
CONST 1/555,499 22,744 0
RESRV O O O
TOTAL iz884,792 22/744 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2/210
2/210
329/293
1/578/243
2/210
1/909/746
FAU9282
*167 CORNELL RD <k HURRAY BLVD *
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST 104/683 3/834 108/517
FAU9022
*16S SU GREENBURG RD - HALL TO
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST 758/608 100/742 859/350
FAU9207
»I69 185TH-UNIT
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 17/085 0
CONST 1/399/564 19/381
RESRV 0 0
TOTAL 1,416/649 19/381
FAU9043
0
0
73/970
73,970
17/085
1/418/945
73/970
1,510/000
8170 ALLEN BLVD RECONSTRUCTION-HURRAY BLVD TO HUY217XXXXXXX*H93X416*275XXXXH*X*XXXXZXXXXX*XXXXHXH*XXXXXXXXXX*XX
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
PE
R/W
CONST
RESRV
1/
94/
836/
608/
911
425
632
0
0
575/063
106/184
0
TOfAL 2 ,539/968 681/247
62/174
94/911
411,488
714/816
62/174
62/174 3/283/389
FAU9088
in.inwriA.Ainn
 wfcJW %. l/XUinibl
TRANSPORTATION IfiPF [CENT PROGRAH
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
WASHINGTON COUNTY
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1983 1986 1987
1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
*171 SU BARNES ROAD-HIGHWAY 217 TO SU 84TH-PHASE I»<««M««»«95«526«27A*»»»«K»«»K«H«»(«8»»»«H*«»«*X»«««K»M»M8«J<«»« FAU9326
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE
R/U
CONST
RESRM
TOTAL
62/186
255/000
846/023
0
1/163/209
0
0
30/769
0
30/769
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
133/624
133/624
62/186
255/000
876/792
133/624
1/327,602
*172 SU JENKINS/158TH-IHJRRAY BLVD TO SUNSET
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST 1/683/738 88/660 0 1/772/398
FAU9030
«173 SCHOLLS HUYC0R210) fc ALLEN -
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 4/100 0
CONST 110/438 0
TOTAL 114/538 0
4/100
110,438
114/538
FAU9234
»174 PROGRESS INTCHG OFF-RAPP TO SCHOLLS FERRY
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST 295/276 -403 0 294/873
FAU9234.
»175 HALL 8LMDCAT HUY217)-LEFT TURN REFUGE FOR SB ON Rm>****x**ntQ*4G*tt***********************************
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST 111/674 0 0 0 0 0 0 111/674
FAU9091
»176 HIGHWAY 217 AND SUNSET HIGHWAY I^^rERCHA^IGE»8«H»»H»l21»375»287»513»<«H»8»»»8»8»»8»a»H»»»*t«»«»«»a^»»»»»Ha»8»a
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 250/000 197/100 0 0 0 0 0 447,100
R/U 3/485/000 700/000 0 0 0 0 0 4,185/000
CONST 0 7,298,454 0 0 0 0 0 7/298/454
RESRM 0 0 0 0 0 0 504,446 504/446
TOTAL 3/735/000 8/195,553 0 0 0 0 504/ 446 12/ 434,999
FAP79
TRANSPORTATION IHPR TENT PROGRATI
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1* 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
WASHINGTON COUNTY
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987
1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA*
*177 CORNELL ROAD RECONSTRUCTIONS MAIN TO ELAfl YOUNG P(&mX********l32*2tt*******x**»*********xz****xx*x**xx*
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
153,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 153,000
238,000 25,000 0 0 0 0 0 263,000
0 2*125,000 0 0 0 0 0 2,125,000
PE
R/U
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
0
391,000
0
2,150,000
159,000
159,000
159,000
700,000
FAU9022
*178 BEAVERTON HILLSDALE HUY SIGNAL INTERTIE-L0I1BARD TO SW 91ST ttJE*n******%35*297*****************************
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
0 0 0 0 0 0 6,083
0 0 0 0 0 0 67,716
0 0 0 0 0
PE
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
6,083
67,716
0
73,799
16,201
16,201
16,201
90,000
FAU9228
»179 TUALATIN VALLEY HIGHUAY(0R8>
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE
R/U
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
144,160
85,000
0
0
229,160
43,095
1,072,700
0
0
1,115,795
185TH
0
0
628,575
0
628,575
FAP32
187,255
1,157,700
628,575
0
1,973,530
S160 HWY 217/72ND AVE INTCHG-PE
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 221,188 0
R/U 233,750 0
CONST 1,012,463 30,881
TOTAL 1,467,401 30,881
FAP79
221,188
233,750
1,043,344
1,498,282
TRANSPORTATION IMPR fENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1* 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
WASHINGTON COUNTY
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FAtt
«181 PACIFIC HWY U(0R99W)-BULL MTN RD TO N TIGARD INTCHG-TSM 1W #l<*sa<aa«228a419a466**aa«*H«x«as«*x«H««x«Ha«a
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 91,674 0 0 0 0 0 0 91,674
CONST 916,488 O O O O O O 916,488
RESRM 0 0 0 0 0 0 44,519 44,519
TOTAL 1,008,162 0 0 0 0 0 44,519 1,052,681
FAP9
a182 CANYON/TV HUY CORRIDOR<0R8>
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 36,950 0
CONST 580,810 0
RESRV 0 0
TOTAL 617,760 0
TSMHJALKER RD TO MURRAY BLW********229*4£Q**xxxx*xx*x*n***xx**xx***x*x***xx*x FAP32
0
0
79,054
79,054
36,950
580,810
79,054
696,814
«183 FARMINGTON RD C0RRI0QR<0R208) TSTM1URRAY BLVD
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUMS
PE 0 8,500 0
CONST 0 116,500 0
TOTAL 0 125,000 0
8,500
116,500
125,000
FAU9064
»184 FARMINGTON RD CORRIDOR(0R208)
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 55,420 47,770
CONST 107,430 14,380
TOTAL 162,850 62,150
TSM-185TH AVE TO LOMBARD AVE*aa«}is»»236*42laaHaxaR8aaa»x«Ha»a*»s¥aa»aaaaaa«a FAU9064
103,190
121,810
225,000
«185 HALL BLVD CORRIDOR TSM-TV HUY TO SCHOLLS FERRY RD««K««»*«237«422J»3»)3««a»»»»««««K«mi«it«»«««««a}t<»«KK«««a»«« FAU9091
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 47,780 O O O O O O 47,780
R/W 7,762 0 0 0 0 0 0 7,762
CONST 173,395 0 0 0 0 0 0 173,395
TOTAL 228,937 O O O O O O 228,937
TRANSPORTATION
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
WASHINGTON COUNTY
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIHATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987
1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FAtt
»186 CEDAR
INTERSTATE
PE
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
HILLS BLVD/UALKER
TRANSFER FUNDS
8,624
81,461
0
90,085
RD
0
0
0
0
INTERSECTION MPRO
0
0
0
0
VEHENT*******
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
88888888883
0
0
0
0
(888X88888X88
0
0
20,539
20,539
4888888888
8,624
81,461
20,539
110,624
FAU9097
«187 BEAVERTON TUALATIN HIGHUAY—FANNO CREEK BRIDGE UIDENING«M««H«*M249»391x/|30»531»«««««K«»<«H«««a«J<»H«HMa«ji)i««
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST 248,113 0 0 0 0 0 0 248,113
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,637 2,637
TOIAL 248,113 0 0 0 0 0 2,637 250,750
FAU9091
8188 ALLEN BLVD INTERCHANGE -
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
CONST 6,081,528 0
RESRV 0 0
TOTAL 6,081,528 0
6,081,528
0
6,081,528
FAP79
»189 CORNELL ROAD PHASE II-ECL TO CORNELIUS PASS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 178,500 230,000 0
R/U 0 370,000 0
CONST 0 0 1,571,500
TOTAL 178,500 600,000 1,571,500
408,500
370,000
1,571,500
2,350,000
FAU9022
»190 MURRAY BLVD-JENKINS ROAD TO SUNSET HIGHUAY**»»*«3iii58^»311*»««»*i«M»«»*«»««»)«»»M»K»»M»*K«««x«»»»a»««Ji»»ii«»aif FAU9067
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE
R/U
CONST
TOTAL
150,000
0
0
150,000
150,000
2,000,000
0
2,150,000
0
0
3,201,530
3,201,530
0
0
0
0
300,000
2,000,000
3,201,530
5,501,530
TRANSPORTATION IfiPR frENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1. 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
WASHINGTON COUNTY
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
»191 NU 185TH-R0CK CREEK BLVD TO TV HIGHUAY«*K*««a«752*314a»a«a«Kaa««*?M«axaxKaaaa«xa*«aaMX«x«aMa*axa«aa«aax«a« FAU9043
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE
R/U
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
225*590
0
0
0
225,590
500*660
0
0
0
500*660
0
0
0
0
0
0
3*000*000
0
0
3*000*000
0
0
5,591*895
0
5*591*895
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-303*237
-303*237
726*250
3*000*000
5*591*895
-303*237
9*014*908
*192 IV HIGHUAY-21ST TO 0AK*K»«»KK»828*321»**H«*»»»»HH***»a»*»*<a*B»a*a^
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
R/U 0 0 500*000 0 0 0 0 500*000
CONST 0 0 0 1,300*000 0 0 0 1,300,000
TOTAL 0 0 500*000 1,300,000 0 0 0 1,800,000
FAP32
»193 SCHOLLS FERRY ROAD/HALL BOULEVARD IhfrERS£CTIQNHxaaaaaK829«542a<«*a«xaaaBaaaaaaaaa»aaaxaaBHaaaa«Baaaaaa«*ax
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUH)S
PE 0 55,000 0 0 0 0 0 55,000
CONST 0 0 0 345,000 0 0 0 345,000
TOTAL 0 55,000 0 345,000 0 0' 0 400*000
FAU9234
*194 HALL BOULEVARD-ALLEN TO
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 0 340,000 0
CONST 0 0 860,000
TOTAL 0 340,000 860,000
340,000
860*000
1*200,000
FAU9091
«195 OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY RESERVE-WASHINGTON
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
RESRV 0 1,840,068 0 0 -1*840*068
N/A
WAV#•-•-% V * 9 I n 1U I
TRANSPORTATION Ifff>R I1ENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
WASHINGTON COUNTY
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA*
AGENCY TOTAL: WASHINGTON COUNTY
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
PE 1,747,251
R/U 5,470,230
CONST 18,125,883
RESRV 0
TOTAL 25,343,364
1,572,126
4,742,764
9,957,125
1,840,068
18,112,083
AGENCY TOTAL: WASHINGTON COUNTY
PE
R/U
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
1,747,251
5,470,230
18,125,883
0
25,343,364
1,572,126
4,742,764
9,957,125
1,840,068
18,112,083
0
500,000
3,060,075
0
3,560,075
0
500,000
3,060,075
0
3,560,075
3,000,000
4,846,530
0
7,846,530
3,000,000
4,846,530
0
7,846,530
0
0
5,591,895
0
5,591,895
0
0
5,591i895
0
5,591,895
0
0
0
1,005,070
•1,005,070
0
0
0
•1,005,070
•1,005,070
3,319,377
13,712,994
41,581,508
834,998
59,448,877
3,319,377
13,712,994
41,581,508
834,998
59,448,877
TRANSPORTATION MPRf CNT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
FUNDS TO BE ALLOCATED
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESridATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
O8LIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
*196 FUNDS TO BE REALLO(&TEDft*K*KftalOOOft482KXKft*x*fttfaft3tf^  N/A
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
OTHER -18/699 18.702 0 0 0 0 0 3
AGENCY TOTAL: FUNDS TO 8E ALLOCATED
INTERSTATE TRANSFER FUNDS
OTHER -18,699 18,702
TOTAL -18,699 18,702
AGENCY TOTAL: FUNDS TO BE ALLOCATED
OTHER -18,699 18,702
TOTAL -18,699 18,702
wrw>.« irni uwt f *-'
TRANSPORTATION IHPR( ENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1/ 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESriliATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 198? 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
GRAND 1fOTAL
INTERSTATE
PE
R/U
CONST
OPRTG
RESRV
OTHER
TOTAL
REPORT
PE
R/U
CONST
OPRTG
RESRV
OTHER
TOTAL
33,889,067
52,476,664
210,309,343
1,252,157
201,857
-18,699
298,110,389
TOTAL
33,889,067
52,476,664
210,309,343
1,252,157
201,857
-18,699
298,110,389
- •
FUNDS
4.593,081
9,316,765
40,223,787
0
21,977,095
18,702
76,129,430
4,593,081
9,316,765
40,223,787
0
21,977,095
18,702
76,129,430
-
567,700
1,845,234
33,914,644
0
619,917
0
36,947,495
567,700
1,845,234
33,914,644
0
619,917
0
36,947,495
21,005
5,807,401
17,886,256
0
253,633
0
23,968,295
21,005
5,807,401
17,886,256
0
253,633
0
23,968,295
0
0
8,900,996
0
0
0
8,900,996
0
0
8,900,996
0
0
0
8,900,996
-126,980
0
6,033,382
0
0
0
5,906,402
-126,980
0
6,033,382
0
0
0
5,906,402
—
0
0
0
0
50,690,195
0
50,690,195
0
0
0
0
50,690,195
0
50,690,195
— — - — -•
38,943,873
69,446,064
317,268,408
1,252,157
73,742,697
3
5*50,653,202
38,943,873
69,446,064
317,268,408
1,252,157
73,742/697
3
500,653,202
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION PROJECTS
METROPOLITAN SER< S DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPLEMENT PROGRAfl
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1983 PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1/ 1984
URBAN HASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION PROJECTS
UtiTA SECTION 3 'DISCRETIONARY CAPITAL PROGRAM
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FAK
«««1 SELF-SERVICE FARE C0LLECTI0N««»s««a»398«181s««»s««««8»a^<«M»»«^s^^«8a««Ma*ta««s««««««»«^H«««««««»«««a«««s?<« N/A
CAP .2*7711040 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,771,040
«««2 PURCHASE/INSTALLATION OF 440 ELECTRONIC BUS DESTINATION SIGNSaa«aa*aa415ai82*aa«aaaaaBaaaaaB*asaa«a«aasa«« N/A
CAP 0 0 0 2,756,552 0 0 0 2,756,552
BH«3 PURCHASE OF 75 fEU STANDARD 40-FOOT DIESEL TRANSIT BUSESaa«a«aas417al83aHaaaaaaaaaaaaaaHaaa?ia«*«aaaaBaa«aa N/A
CAP 9,129,420 0 0 9,416,000 0 0 0 18,545,420
DEVELOPMENT OF LAXE OSWEGO TRANSIT STATI0N3aaa«8S«419al84««a8aaa«**Baaaaaaaaaaaa8aaaa8Haa8«a8aaaaaaaaa*«aa N/A
CONST 0 800,000 0 0 0 0 0 800,000
aa«5 UESTSIOE BUS GARAGE-PHASE IsaaassBa420al85assaa««««saaaaaa«a«a*a<aaHaaaBaaaaaaa«a8aa«a««»aa«x«a«aaaK88aaaa N/A
CONST 242,372 0 0 0 0 0 0 242,372
**a6 PURCHASE OF 87 ARTICULATED BUSESaaaaaaaa424ai86aaaaaaaaaaaaaaa«aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa N/A
CAP 17,080,284 0 0 0 0 0 0 17,080,284
xx*7 PURCHASE CF BUS COMMUNICATION ESUIPMENTaaa«»aaa431al87aaaa»aaatt^aa»aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa N/A
CAP 1,924,249 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,924,249
METROPOLITAN SER? £ DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPtw-*£MENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988 PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
URBAN (1ASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION PROJECTS
UUTA SECTION 3 'DISCRETIONARY' CAPITAL PROGRAM
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1983 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA«
aa*8 PURCHASE OF REMOTE COMPUTER TERMINALS AND S0FTWARE3aaa«a*a432al88«aa*aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa*aaaaaaaaasa N/A
CAP 865/120 0 0 0 0 0 0 865#120
»»«9 BANFIELD LRT CAPITAL GRANTaaaaa*aa434ai8?aaaaaaaaBaaa»a«*aaa*a*aaaaaaaaaaaaa»«&aaaaxaasaaaaaaa;ia*aH»«aaaaa N/A
CAP 8,900,000 8,794,750 34,455,250 0 0 0 0 52,150,000
RESRV Q 0 0 0 0 0 15,455,250 15,455,250
TOTAL 8,900,000 8,794.750 34,455,250 0 0 0 15,455,250 67,605,250
*»10 DEVELOPMENT OF TIGARD PARK AND RIDEaaaaa«a*435ai90aaa8SHaatfaaassaasaaaaaaaaB8aaaaaaBsa*aBaaaaasaaaaaaaaaaa N/A
R/U 0 0 0 896,000 0 0 0 896,000
CONST 0 0 0 796,000 0 0 0 796,000
TOTAL 0 0 0 1,692,000 0 0 0 1,692,000
aall DEVELOPMENT OF LENTS TRANSIT STATI0N«a«aaaaa448al9iaaaa?HaBS8«aa«SBaaaBaaaaBa8aaaaBB«aaaaaaaaa*aaaaa8aaaa8 N/A
CONST 0 0 0 500,000 0 0 0 500,000
*ai2 PURCHASE OF 60 STANDARD BUSE5aa«8aa»B452sl92aaaasaaa«aaasaaaaa:ia«aBaaaaaaaB»aaBB»aBaa«a«H»BB*a«»H»»iiHaa* N/A
CAP 0 0 0 7,920,000 0 0 0 7,920,000
aal3 PURCHASE OF 30 ARTICULATED BiE>ESBBaaadas455ai93aaafiaaaaaa*«iBsa4*Sii*asaaaaaaBaBaaBaaaaa4aBaaaaa*aaaaaBaaaaa. N/A
CAP 0 0 0 5,520,000 0 0 0 5,520,000
METROPOLITAN SERf * DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPLEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988 PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1« 1984
URBAN I1ASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION PROJECTS
UHTA SECTION 3 'DISCRETIONARY' CAPITAL PROGRAM
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1934 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
DEVELOPMENT OF LAKE OSUEGO PARK AND RI0E«aasaHas459«1943*Hasaa4«*«aaHaaHasa88aaasasa8s«as8«8sa«8aasHasaasa N/A
CONST O O O 1*136,450 0 0 0 1,136**50
s»15 DEVELOPMENT OF MILUAUKIE PARK AND RIDEa8a83a«a460«195aaa«aaa«aas$a*ca88a8aaa888aa8aa8Baa»a8aBaa*88a8aa8aasa N/A
CONST 0 0 0 1,136*450 0 0 0 1*136,450
KK16 PURCHASE OF 90 STANDARD BUSESaa*saaa«465ai?6aaa8*«aaaaa<H«aaaa*»*a«8aaaaaaa8a8S8a8aaaa*8a8S8S8aaaaaaaaaaaa N/A
CAP 0 0 0 0 0 0 9,857,200 9,857,200
»*17 CITY/EASTSIDE TRANSFER AND TSM PR0JECTS»*a«8«aa607al97as*aa8aas8aaaa«aa«a8aa«aaaa888a8aa88a*«sx«888*88*8«« N/A
v R/U
CONST
OTHER
TOTAL
19,200
229,400
11,400
260,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
19,200
229,400
11,400
260,000
«*18 PURCHASE OF 36 MINt-BUSES<LIFT EQUIPPED W/RADI0S)8a8aaaaa700*1988a«*aaa«aaa888aaaaasaaaaaaaaaa*8a8a8aa*8a8 N/A
CAP 1,008,000 12,000 0 0 0 0 0 1*020,000
a«19 PURCHASE OF FIVE (5) f1INI-BUSES8««aa»»8717ai99«888««8aj(«8aa8«8!<88ay«8«»88«a»a888H8a8rta<«88H«a8«8aaH888»8«« N/A
CAP 0 146*000 0 0 0 0 0 146,000
**20 PURCHASE OF MOBILE RADIO EQUIPMENT*aa8aa88721a200aaaa8aaaaa8a;»<iaaa)ia«8aa88S8aa8saaaa«a*aa8a8aasaaa88a8aaaa N/A
CAP 0 139,000 0 0 0 0 0 139,000
METROPOLITAN S( !CE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IIWOVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
UMTA SECTION 3 'DISCRETIONARY' CAPITAL PROGRAfl
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESririATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988
AUTHORIZED FAft
««21 SECTION 3 CAPITAL CONTINGENCIES...0R030029*8a8aaaa742a20la*8aa<faa«aaa8aaaaaaa8aaaaaaa8<taaaaaaaaaaaaasa8aaa N/A
CAP
OTHER
TOTAL
0
63,400
63,400
0
63,400
63,400
a«22 DOUNTOUN PORTLAND BANFIELD LRT IMPR0UEMENTSHa8asaa«767s202a«a«*8«aaaaaa«aaaa8aa8a8aaaa*8a«aaaa*asaaa«aaa8a MIXC
PE 336,432
CONST 3,663,568
TOTAL 4,000,000
336,432
3,663,568
4,000,000
a»23 VINTAGE TROLLEY PR0JECTaaaaaaaa7688203»8^aaaaaaaa:t(aaaaaaat(4a4ai(aaaxaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa flISC
PE
CONST
CAP
TOTAL
120,000
498,000
382,000
1,000,000
120,000
498,000
382,000
1,000,000
a*24 HUMAN RESOURCES-MINORITY BUSINESS ENTERPRISE*8a««asa814a2048aaaa***«aa8aa88aa8a8a8a8a8*aa8aa«a<aaaaaa838aa
OTHER 0 124,998 0 0 0 0 0 124,998
N/A
TOTAL: UMTA SECTION 3 'DISCRETIONARY' CAPITAL PROGRAM
PE
R/tf
CONST
CAP
RESRV
OTHER
4,
42,
456,432
19,200
633,340
060,113
0
74.800
800,
9,091,
124,
0
0
000
750
0
998
0
0
0
34,455,250
0
i 0
3,
25,
896,
568,
612,
0
000
900
552
0
0
TO FAL 47,243,885 10,016,748 34,455,250 30,077,452
0
0
0
9,857,200
15,455,250
0
25,312,450
456,432
915,200
9,002,240
121,076,865
15,455,250
199,798
147,105,785
METROPOLITAN S£[ ?£ DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION Mk^EtiENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1983
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
URBAN tiASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION PROJECTS
UMTA SECTION 5 CAPITAL PROGRAM
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986
**25 UESTSI0E BUS GARAGE-PHASE
CONST 1,064,000 0
1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED
1,064,000
CONST
CAP
OTHER
TOTAL
48,000
656,000
24,000
728,000
48,000
656,000
24,000
728,000
PE
CONST
RESRV
OTHER
TOTAL
0
0
0
0
0
96,000
0
0
0
96,000
0
1,752,800
174,806
26,400
1,954,006
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
96,000
1,752,800
174,806
26,400
2,050,006
FAft
N/A
««26 PURCHASE/INSTALLATION OF HICROUAVE RADIO TRANSMISSION FAClLrrYaB«a«aaa421a207aaaaaa8aaaBaaaHaasaaaaa8a«a«s N/A
a«27 PURCHASE OF 60 PASSENGER COUNTERS-SEC 5 CAPITALB*a«BaBa433*208aaa««aaHaaaaaBBBaaBaaHB8sa«««a«a«aaaHaB«aB38 N/A
CAP 188,000 36,928 0 0 0 0 0 224,928
«a28 DEVELOPMENT OF MILUAUKIE TRANSIT CENTER-SEC 5 CAPITAL«a«««««8591s209«aa888S88aa888a8aBa8a«s««**«a«aaa«*»Ba N/A
COHST 308,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 308,000
«a29 CLACKAMAS TOWN CNTR TRANSIT CENTER/PARK S RIDE-SEC 5 CAPITAL«««a*B*a592a210aaa8Baaaaaa«8Haaaaa*aaaaaaHaBaB N/A
CONST 356,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 356,000
**30 POUELL GARAGE E<PAMSI0N»»K«»»»a610a21la«*aaHsaaHa»«aaH)isaa^a«»a«<«^<a«aaaaa«a«a«»«a«««<aa»a«««««a«»a»««»«« N/A
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1* 1984
METROPOLITAN SERV T DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPfL_,£MENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
UMTA SECTION 5 CAPITAL PROGRAM
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FAtt
»»31 PRESSURE FUEL
CAP 0 213*600 0 213,600
PE
CONST
OTHER
TOTAL
0
0
0
0
12*000
418*400
108,293
538*693
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
12*000
418,400
108,293
538*693
TOTAL: UMTA SECTION 5 CAPITAL PROGRAM
PE
CONST
CAP
RESRV
OTHER
TOTAL
1,
1*
0
728* 000
188* 000
0
0
916,000
1,
1,
108,000
466,400
202,528
0
132,293
909,221
1,
1,
0
752,800
0
174,806
26,400
954,006
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
108,000
3,947,200
1,390,528
174*806
158* 693
5*779*227
N/A
»«32 AUTOMATED FUEL CONSUMPTION SYSTEH1»««»»»»»613^213«^»»»«»«a^»»^^3««*<HK«»»»a»»H»H«8»»»H»»*«»«»»»a»*<s«»»»»»»»»« N/A
CAP 0 248*000 0 0 0 0 0 248*000
**33 FUEL PUMP AND FUEL INJECTOR TESTING EQUIPMENT«»«»»«»«615«214»»«a««a»«»H»«a»aaa»Haaa»»»a»»aaaHaa»H»Haa»x»«» N/A
CAP 0 48*000 0 0 0 0 0 48*000
*«34 PIONEER SQUARE CUSTOMER ASSISTANCE 0FFICE««»«8»»«684a2i5^««»^»««»a»»»«««a»»«»««»«»»««»««»»»»»»«»»»a»«»»»»a N/A
METROPOLITAN SER? 1 DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPiw/cMENT PROGRAM
TISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1983 PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
URBAN flASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION PROJECTS
UMTA DEMONSTRATION GRANTS
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA*
a«35 SPECIAL MARKETING MATERIALS FOR NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING RIDERS-4iaa«a*aaa45la5908a«aaaHaa*a«aaaasssaa8Kaaaaaa N/A
OTHER 0 0 14*250 0 0 0 0 14,250
»*36 SPECIAL NEEDS TRANSPORTATION DISPATCH CENTER ASSESSMENT-4i*aaaaa*a454a591aaaaaaBaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa8aasaaa N/A
OTHER 0 0 12,750 0 0 0 0 12,750
a<*37 SELF SERVICE FARE C0LLECTI0Naaa«»aaa475a216«saasaa*aaaa«**taaaa*««asaaaaaaaaaaaa«aaaaa8*«aaa*a«*aaaa««Maaa8 N/A
CAP 1,678,550 1,218,350 0 0 0 0 0 2,896,900
»*3S HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT*aH«a»«a787»217a4aa«a»««a8aaa«aa*a*«4a«att«aaaaaaaaaaaaaHaaaa*8aaa««a*aaaaaaaaB«8 N/A
OTHER 0 123,750 0 0 0 0 0 123,750
TOTAL: UMTA DEMONSTRATION GRANTS
CAP 1,678,550 1,218,350
OTHER 0 123,750
TOTAL 1,678,550 1,342,100
0
27,000
27,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2,896,900
150,750
3,047,650
METROPOLITAN Sf TCE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION Ifw^VEMENT PROGRAH
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1983 PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION PROJECTS
UMTA SECTION 3 TRADED CAPITAL PROGRAM
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESriMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
K * 3 9 UESTSIDE CORRIDOR RESERM£{T)«««««»»«117«218»«»»»^««»»«««»»«a»«^^^*<^83<««a«»»««»««»«««»»<<8»«««»«««a»»«»»«8a8 N/A
RESRV O O O O O O 7,070,847 7,070,847
»a40 DEVELOPMENT OF TIGARD TRANSIT CENTER««^«a»««131«219Ha«»<<«««a»<«a«a«»*«a««««««*»«««««««««*««««»«««8«a«««a« N/A
PE 47,184 0 0 0 0 0 0 47,184
R/U 328,000 72,000 0 0 0 0 0 400,000
CONST 433,840 124,160 0 0 0 0 0 560,000
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 87,089 87,089
TOTAL 811,024 196,160 0 0 0 0 87,089 1,094,273
»»41 MILUAUKIE TRANSIT STATION DEVEL0PMENT«<H«»5«««144a220»a»'«<<«««»«<««'c^8a«a«»a««»a»««««««a«a««aHMa«»H«»R»Ra8«« N/A
PE 44,744 -44,744 O O O O O O
R/U 20,000 -20,000 O O O O O O
CONST 599,440 -599,440 O O O O O O
RESRV O O O O O O 1,296,431 1,296,431
TOTAL 664,184 -664,184 0 0 0 0 1,296,431 1,296,431
a»42 MCLOUGHLIN CORRIDOR TRANSIT OTR0VEt£NTS«»«««8aal46«22lss»a»s«as««H«aa^^ FAP26
RESRV O O O O O O 1,571,154 1,571,154
««43 OREGON CITY TRANSIT STATI0N««»»H««al5la222«»a»«8HHa«»«arfx«««»«^8a«88«a88»«8«««8R888«8««a««»«8a«H«««H««»8»« N/A
PE
R/U
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
60,740
228,000
551,400
0
840,140
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
13,621
13,621
60,740
228,000
551,400
13,621
853,761
METROPOLITAN SE' CE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION MOVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1983 PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION PROJECTS
UI1TA SECTION 3 TRADED CAPITAL PROGRAM
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA«
aa44 PURCHASE OF 10 STANDARD BUSES«8a88aaai54a223a8»8a8*aaaaa««y3»a:*«a«saaaHaaaaaaaa8aaaB»a$aaaa8sa*a88aaaa8asB N/A
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 978,137 978i 137
**45 TRANSIT TRANSFER PR0JECTH««Ha««»576»224«K««8«3«««««H««»«^Ha8««4S«««8»a«»»«»««H««H«»«?(«^SH»«88««»»aH8»«««»« N/A
PE 94,160 0 0 0 0 0 0 94,160
CONST 0 493/600 0 0 0 0 0 493,600
RESRV 0 0 0 640,000 660,000 0 805,216 2,105,216
TOTAL 94,160 493,600 0 640,000 660,000 0 805,216 2,692,976
8*46 WEST BURNSIDE/MORRISON TSM IttPR0VEMENTS8Haa»saa600a225aad«S8aas*qaaa8aaa««a«aaasaaaa«a*aa«aa3a«aaaaa»aaa«a FAU9822
PE 9,080 0 0 0 0 0 0 9,080
CONST 60,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 60,000
TOTAL 69,080 0 0 0 0 0 0 69,080
8847 NORTHWEST TRAMSIT STATI0NS88888888602*2268«888a**888888*a:f8a*8*8Sa*888S8a8a8a888*8888}MKa888*g*8tt8tfS888888 N/A
RESRM 0 0 0 0 0 0 77,060 77,060
8848 NORTH TERMINAL FACILITY88888888686822788888888888888J(88«»H»«48^88848888888888888888888i(8888888888888888888 N\A
RESRM 0 699,704 340,296 0 0 0 0 1,040,000
8849 BEAMERTQN PARK-AMD-RIDE STATI0H8«88«888701^228888888a8a«(4a«88a««iHt«t8888«a«88a8«88888«8i{»aH88a8«t88888a«88«8 N/A
PE
R/V
CONST
RESRV
TOfAL
50,080
62,400
612,800
0
725,280
-50,080
-62,400
-612,800
0
-725,280
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
725,280
725,280
0
0
0
725,280
725,280
METROPOLITAN SEW * DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPlwtMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1983 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1/ 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
UI1TA SECTION 3 TRADED CAPITAL PROGRAM(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
a*50 SUNSET TRANSIT CENTER AND PARK-AND-RIDE STATI0N»»««H»««702»229a»««»H«H»»»»«H«H«»»«««««««»««»»a<H«»«H»«««H« N/A
PE
R/U
CONST
TOTAL
320,433
1^390,000
0
1/910/435
0
0
4,889,565
4/889,565
320/435
1,590,000
4/889/565
6/800/000
* * 5 1 UESTSIOE BUS GARAGE-PHASE
PE
CONST
TOTAL
34,594
353,944
388/538
34/594
353/944
388/538
N/A
K « 5 2 WASHINGTON COUNTY TRANSIT TSM IMPR0V€MENTS«»«^««»8705«231«««««*<«K«»8««««»»»««»»*«««««««»«a««K»»«««*«»««««« N/A
PE
R/U
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
115,320
256,000
968/640
0
1/339/960
0
0
0
3/460,040
3/460/040
115/320
256,000
968/640
3,460/040
4,800/000
H«53 UESTSIOE BUS GARAGE-PHASE
CONST 5 ,640 /810
CAP 594,803
TOTAL 6 ,235 ,613
5/640/810
594,803
6/235/613
N/A
»»54 SUPPORT SERVICES.,.CW030027»a«a3aas707a233«»a«a«a«*Haa«*a«aHaa3s***aaaa»asaaa«aaaaa«^^ N/A
OTHER 207/600 0 0 0 0 0 192/130 399/730
METROPOLITAN SERA
TRANSPORTATION IMP
-e DISTRICT
EMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1983
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION PROJECTS
PORTLAW URBANIZED AREA
UMTA SECTION 3 TRADED CAPITAL PROGRAM(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1934 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
««55 SECTION 3 TRADE CONTINGENCIES... 0R030027»»»H«»»«741»234»rf«» a a »»*?^ » 4a8aa8as8»aaBaaaaHH»tfaaaas«asHH»a»»8a»sa
OTHER 701,423 -701/423 0 0 0 0 0 0
N/A
a*56 HILLS89R0 TRANSIT CENTER UITH PARK AND RIDE»«»»»»»^803»235«H«t»»«J<*«»«»»»»«»a»»««»*»««»»H»»»«aas«»»»»»»»»»» N/A
PE
R/U
OTST
TOTAL
67,240
855,560
672,402
1,595,202
67,240
855/560
672,402
1,595,202
»*57 BEAVERTON TRANSIT CENrER«a«H8a«»806B236HS«9«saaaaaHaasaBaa8s«ia<m$*a8a8saaa8a888a888aaa8a8aaa8aaa8a8aaaaaa N/A
PE
R/U
RESRV
TOTAL
89,600
1,012,000
0
1,101,600
0
0
1,698,400
1,698,400
89,600
1,012,000
1,698,400
2,800,000
WESTSIOE TSM-LQMEJOY
PE
CONST
TOfAL
2,560
25,600
28,160
1,440
0
1,440
4,000
25,600
29,600
N/A
»»59 UESTSIOE TSM-SYLV^N BUS
PE
CONST
TOTAL
2,611
26,109
28,720
2,611
26,109
28,720
N/A
METROPOLITAN SEf *E DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION MPw^JOOIT PRQGRAfi
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1983 PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1 , 1984
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISfRATION PROJECTS
UI1TA SECTION 3 TRADED CAPITAL PROGRAfi
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESriliATEO EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1934 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
ft*6Q SOUTHWEST TRANSIT TRANSFER P0INTS8*8«««8a815B239ada8aaa«sHas*aaaaaaa8aHaasaaaaaaaasaasa8a8a3*aaaa8aaaaaa8sa N/A
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,400,000 2,400,000
s»61 WASHINGTON SQUARE TRANSIT CEMERasaaasaBSlA^Oaaaaaaasa^aaaaaa^daaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaasaasaasaaassaaaaaaaasaa N/A
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 320,000 320,000
a»62 TANNES80URNE TRANSIT CENTER««aa*«*«817a241»a8aaas8aa.aaa8a«aa8asaa8a8aaaaaaaa«a8a8aaaaaaaaaa«aajt«a»ita-*«a8aa N/A
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 560,000 560,000
»«63 TUALATIN TRANSIT CENTER«8saa838818«2428a8a««asaasrfsaaaas«a««aa*a«a«a8aasaaa8aa8a»a8aaa3aaaa«rfaaaa8aaa8aaaa N/A
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 720,000 720,000
»«64 DOUNTOUN PORTLAND TSrca;<a3aaaa819s243sa88aa*H3aaaaaaaa8;faaaaa«d*aaa;<a*aaaaaaaaaa8a8aaHasa8aaaaaaaaa8aaaaaa8 N\A
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,903,600 6,903,600
*«65 CENTRAL BEAVERTON TS(ia^«a^aaa8208244»8»H»8x»arfa8^a«aa8aa^aa»aasa«<aa»aaaaa»a8a8aaBsaaaanaaj(aaa88aaaaaa»aa8a N/A
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,600,000 1,600,000
x*66 SUNSET TRUNKLINE TRANSIT TRAI^ ISFER P0INTS8aaaaa8a82l82458aaaaa»a«jfHrfa»»aaa8aaa»»»»«»aaa»«a8a«aa«««8a»a}taa»a N/A
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 400,000 400,000
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1989
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
METROPOLITAN SERr * DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPKwOIENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
UI1TA SECTION 3 TRADED CAPITAL PROGRAM
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESriliATEO EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
8867 BUS
RESRV 3*200,000 3,200,000
8«69 BANFIELD
CONST 20,150,000
TOTAL: UMTA SECTION 3 TRADED CAPITAL PROGRAM
20,150,000
N/A
»*68 OBLIGATIONS AUTHORITY RESERVE-SECTION 9/9A8«s«88a88258599*Ka8a8a8*88aSB8a8B88S88888S8«8888B8S«888B8SB88»8 N/A
RESRV 0 0 11,659,704 0 0 0 -11,659,704 0
FAP68
PE
R/U
CONST
CAP
RESRV
OTHER
TOTAL
4,
9,
16,
938,348
351,960
946,985
594,803
0
909,023
741,119
-94,824
-10,400
19,555,519
0
699,704
-701,423
19,443,576
12,
12,
000,
000,
0
0
0
0
000
0
000
4,
5,
889,
640,
529,
0
0
565
0
000
0
565
660,
660,
0
0
0
0
000
0
000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,440
0
0
0
22,227,170
192,130
22,420,740
844,964
4,341,560
34,392,069
594,803
36,226,874
399,730
76,800,000
METROPOLITAN SET TE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IM£w4EMENT PROGRAH
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988 PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
URBAN fiASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION PROJECTS
UMTA SECTION 9/9A PROJECTS
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATEO 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FAtt
»»70 PROPERTY ACQUISITION-SE 17TH AND BOISE ST...LAND AND BUILDING88»a»4»M42»248»»»»»»»H»»»»»»H»»»a«»»aa»»»«»» N/A
CAP 0 80,000 0 0 0 0 0 80,000
»«71 BANFIELD LINE SECTION 2 SIDEUALKS-199TH TQ GATEWAY STATI0N»8a8a8«a4438249aaaaa8aaaaa8aaaaaaa8aaaa8888a8aa8 N/A
CONST 0 0 1/888,000 0 0 0 0 1,888,000
««72 BANFIELD LINE SECTION 3-I205/GATEUAY TO HOLLADAY RAMPa«a3aaaa4448250aaaaaaa8a8a8aaa8aaaaa8a8S8*aaaaaa8aaaa N/A
CONST 0 4.311,101 488,899 0 0 0 0 4,800,000
8873 SIGNAL GRAPHICS FABRICATION AND DELIVERYaa*aaaaa445a251aa«aaa8aa«aa8S8aaa8aaaaaaaa8aaaaa88a8aa«88aa8aaaaa8 N/A
CONST 0 0 408,000 0 0 0 0 408,000
CAP 1,606,830 1,422,000 2,800,000 0 0 0 0 5,828,830
8875 SPECIAL NEEDS TRAKSP0RTATI0f^aaaaa«a777825388«a88a«aaaai<a8a)(8a«»«(«f8a8aaaaaaaa8aa88aaaa8aa8aaa8«aa8«88aaaaa N/A
CAP 245,600 0 0 0 0 0 0 245,600
sa76 TELECOMMUNICATION NETUORK SYSTEM»8a88saa78032548aaa8aaaa«8aasa««art*88aaaa8a88aaaa8a88aa888aaaa8aaa88aaaaaa N/A
CAP 69,408 94,272 0 0 0 0 0 163,680
METROPOLITAN SEF ^E DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPw^EMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
UMTA SECTION 9/9A PROJECTS(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
8877 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS»»»««»««781»255rt^««a»»»«aH«a^a^«H«^«<j»Haa««a»«a»««»»»»»»«»H«H»s»««Ha»»8Ha»»a N/A
CAP 622,280 292.419 0 0 0 0 0 914,699
a»78 FY1984 UNIFIED WORK
CAP
RESRV
OTHER
TOTAL
31,
629,
660,
360
0
123
483
0
0
405,280
405,230
400,
400,
0
000
0
000
31,360
A00,000
1,034,403
1,465,763
N/A
8879 BUS TURN AROUND VICINITY 103RD/F0STER88H«8«88783a25788*H«aa«88885i*88a8888888888*888B88«888BS8838aB88888Ba8
CAP 100,800 0 0 0 0 0 0 100,800
*»&0 122ND AND BURWSIDE PARK AND RIDE»8aSaaaa785»2588SB«aaaBaaa«arf8«88B*8aaa8B88a8a8aB8aB88«8a8aaaBa8BB8BB8SBaa N/A
PE
R/U
CONST
TOTAL
0
1,317,343
0
1,317,343
64,000
0
800,000
864,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
64,000
1,317,343
800,000
2,181,343
CAP 0 546,552 182,184 0 728,736
SECTION 9 CAPITAL RESERM£s«fiH»«s»823«259»««««»»a^«<««H«»^««^««^««<^«»»«««««H»««H«8«8»s««a«»««8«««»«««««««« N\A
CAP 0 0 1,768,541 7,935,624 0 0 0 9,704,165
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
METROPOLITAN SEP E^ DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IliPw^EMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
UMTA SECTION 9/9A PROJECTS
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1934 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
*»83 SECTION 9 OPERATING PR0GRAM«a»a»«a»824»260*Hs«a«Haa«aH»)H»sHa«aas*««aa8aooa«*^^ N/A
OPRTG 5,949,528 0 5,949,528 5,949,528 O O O 17,848,584
TOTAL: UMTA SECTION 9/9A PROJECTS
PE
R/U
CONST
CAP
OPRTG
RESRV
OTHER
TOTAL
0
1,317,343
0
2,676,278
5,949,528
0
629,123
10,572,272
5,
2,
8,
64,000
0
111,101
435,243
0
0
405,230
015,624
0
0
2,784,899
4,750,723
5,949,528
400,000
0
13,885,152
7,
5,
13,
935,
949,
885,
0
0
0
624
528
0
0
152
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
64,000
1,317,343
7,896,000
17,797,870
17,848,584
400,000
1,034,403
46,358,200
METROPOLITAN SET :E DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPLEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1983 PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION PROJECTS
UMTA SPECIAL TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA*
«*84 VEHICLE WITH LIFTC10-16 PASS)-NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE INC...SU PQRTLAaa<aaaa»438a26l8aaaaB88Haa«aaa*88aaaa8«aaa N/A
CAP 0 13*600 0 0 0 0 0 13,600
H«85 VEHICLE(20-25 PASS)-TUALATIN VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH C£NTER3a<«aaa8439a2628aaaaa8a8aaa«H8a888aaaaa8a8aaa8a»a8 N/A
CAP 0 24,000 0 0 0 0 0 24,000
««86 VEHICLE(10-16 PASS)-HIGHLAND COMMUNITY SERVICES...NE P0RTLAND«««Ha«««»440»263«8«8««««»«H«««««»«'<88«««««««8« N/A
CAP 0 16/608 0 0 0 0 0 16,608
«*87 VEHICLE U/LIFT<10-16 PASS)-TRI COUNTY INDEPENDENT LIVING PRDGRAM«aaaK8«a441«264a«a«8a«««as«aH«a«»«KH««s«aa N/A
CAP 0 15,280 0 0 0 0 0 15,280
««88 STA UAGON 5-9 PSGR/VANS 10-16 PSGR U/LIFTS-ROSISON JEUISH H0MEaa«««fa«a449a265aa«a«aaaHa««aaa«aaaaaa««a«a8a N/A
CAP 0 0 34,400 0 0 0 0 34,400
s*89 TRI-MET SPECIAL EFFORTS PR0GRAMaaaaaaaa544a266aaaaaaaaa»^t(aaaaaa«(axaaaHaaaaaaaaHaaaaa»aa8a«aaaa88a»asaaaaa N/A
OPRTG 0 6,9il,967 0 0 0 0 0 6,911,967
aa90 RURAL SPECIAL TRANS-SEC 18 CAP-9 VANS U/LIFTS * RADIOS-1 REPEATEaa«aaaaa685a267Maaa«a«««a«aaaa«s«H««s»««a» N/A
CAP
OPRTG
TOTAL
0
0
0
228,800
141,000
369,800
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
228,800
141,000
369,800
METROPOLITAN SEP IE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMk^EMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1983 TO POST 1983 PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1/ 1984
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION PROJECTS
UMTA SPECIAL TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
a*91 SMALL BUS U/UHEELCHAIR LIFT-MITTLEMAN JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER8a««a4a»695»268aa«HSH*«»8a»H»»«SH«aasa»aaa«*» N/A
CAP 0 22,800 0 0 0 0 0 22,800
sa92 VANSC2) U/l WHEELCHAIR LIFT-URBAN INDIAN COUNCIL INC«»»»«»'»*»697a269»»»»»'<»H««8»»»»»»»»»H»a»»a»i»»»KHH»»»a» N/A
CAP 0 23,600 0 0 0 0 0 23,600
«*93 VAN W/WHEELCHAIR LIFT-URBAN LEAGUE OF P0RTLAHDa»«a<i»M«699}»270H)t«tfrtji«a»»»»a»H»HHH8»}<»H»»»»»H»»»«»a«a»»»»»8» N/A
CAP 0 13,200 0 0 0 0 0 13,200
TOTAL: UMTA SPECIAL TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM
CAP
OPRTG
TOTAL
0
0
0
357,883
7,052,967
7,410,855
34,400
0
34,400
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
392,288
7,052,967
7,445,255
METROPOLITAN SEP ^E DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMfWEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1,
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
GRAND TOTAL
PE
R/U
CONST
CAP
OPRTG
RESRV
OTHER
1,394,780
5,688,503
16,308,325
47,197,744
5,949,528
0
1,612,946
77,176
-10,400
25,933,020
14.305,759
7,052,967
699,704
84,893
0
0
4,537,699
39,240,375
5,949,528
12,574,806
53,400
0
896,000
8,458,465
33, 548,176
5,949,528
640,000
0
TOTAL 78,151,826 48,143,124 62,355,808 49,492,169
0
0
0
0
0
660,000
0
660,000
1,440
0
0
9,857,200
0
37,682,420
192,130
1,473,396
6,574,103
55,237,509
144,149,254
24,901,551
52,256,930
1,943,374
47,733,190 286,536,117
FEDERAL AID URBAN PROJECTS
METROPOLITAN S£ CC DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IHftfQVEfiENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
CITY OF PORTLAND FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTH\
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESririATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986
a««l ARTERIAL STREET 3R
PERESRV
TOTAL
8,
8/
109
0
109
69,
69,
0
977
977
70/
70/
0
959
959
1/
1/
078,
078,
0
182
182
1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED
8/109
1/219,118
1,227,227
FA#
HISC
TOTAL: CITY OF PORTLAND FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM
PE
RESRV
TOTAL
8,
8,
109
0
109
69/
69,
0
977
977
70/
70,
0
959
959
1,
1/
078,
078/
0
182
182
8/109
1,219,118
1/227,227
METROPOLITAN SB j£ DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION MPfcOVBTENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988 PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1 , 1984
CLACKAMAS COUNTY FEDERAL AID URBAN~SYS \ Ell
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1934 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
LOWER BOONES FERRY RD-HA0R3NA TO SW JEAN»««s««*«^68»»47^rt»««^»!<<«:<'(a«8«8a«aH8««8HH»«t«H<<««««s'<«*t««a»3«8«»«« FAU9473
O O O 160,699
0 0 0 1,271,481
0 0 0 1,432,180
PECONST
TOTAL
83,
83,
394
0
394
77,
383,
460,
305
575
880
100,
100,
0
316
316
787,
787,
0
590
590
TOTAL: CLACKAMA3 COUNTY FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM
PE
CGJ-iST
TOTAL
83,
83,
394
0
394
77,
383,
460,
303
575
8S0
100,
100,
0
316
316
787,
787,
0
590
590
0 0 0 160,699
0 0 0 1,271,481
0 0 0 1,432,180
METROPOLITAN SE1 CE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IHPTtlVEIIENT PROGRArt
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1983
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
CITY OF FOREST GROVE FEDERAL MDURBAN SYSTEtt
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESriHATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FAft
FOREST GROVE FEDERAL AID URBAN
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
307,
307,
855
0
855
170,
170,
0
730
730
53,
53,
0
022
022
53,
53,
0
022
022
307,855
276,774
584,629
TOTAL: CITY OF FOREST GROVE FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEH
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
307,
307,
855
0
855
170,
170,
0
730
730
53,
53,
0
022
022
53,
53,
0
022
022
307,855
276,774
584,629
METROPOLITAN SE! IE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPLEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1983 PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
METRO REGIONAL RESERVE FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1934 1983 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
»a«4 REGIONAL FAU AND FAU REPLACEMENT C0NTINGENCYa««»«aajill43s85«^M<»««a««a«»«^»»a»«a«««»Ht»«4«HH«sa»t<<8«H»»aa««a« N/A
PE 1,286 O O O O O O 1,286
RESRV 0 0 0 736,647 0 0 0 736,647
TOTAL 1,286 0 0 736,647 0 0 0 737,933
TOIAL: METRO REGIONAL RESERVE FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM
PE
RESRV
TOTAL
1,286
0
1,286
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
736,647
736,647
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,286
736,647
737,933
METROPOLITAN SEf DE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IIH^oVEfiENT PROGRAfi
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1983
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER i, 1984 IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1934 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA*
GRAMD TOTAL
PE
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
92,789
307,855
0
400,644
77,305
383,575
240,707
701,587
0
100,316
123,981
224,29/
0
787,590
1,867,851
2,655,441
170,094
1,579,336
2,232,539
3,981,969
INTERSTATE AND OTHER PROJECTS
METROPOLITAN SE, €£ DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1983
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1/ 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
ALL OTHER PROJECTS
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESttMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1987 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
I5-SW HOOD TO SU TERUILLIGER PAVEMENT REM0VAL-4R«aa«aaa*3003a86a4a*asaaaaaaasaa«aaaaaasasaas«a«iaaaa»aaaasa FAI5
CONST 0 184,000 0 0 0 0 0 184,000
«a»2 I5-FREM0NT VIADUCT I GREELEY AVE C0NNECTI0N-0LAY-4Ra*«aa*sa3C44387assaaa««aaaaa«aaaaaa4aaaaaa«*aaaaaa«*aaa FAI5
CONST 0 8,648,000 0 0 0 0 0 8,648,000
s«*3 I205-JAIL DEHOLITIGN/LANOSCAPING/BELL DR NOISE WALL-4R4s*sa**>305**88aas«*aaaaa»aaa«a«<«*«aarf«*«aaaaaaaaaa FAI205
CONST 0 1,196,000 0 0 0 0 0 1,196,000
»»«4 1205-AtRPGRT WAY TO SE POU'FLL-GRADING/PAVING/2
CONST 0 4.784,000 0
FAI205
4,784,000
I5-MAR-2UAM BRIDGE TO H TIGARD INTCHG-0VERLAY/lLLU(1tNATI0N-4R«a4«<)(a)»313»«90aaaaaaaa«aa4a«»aa»a5*aaaa»aaaaa« FAI5
PE
CONST
TOTAL
184,000
0
184.000
0
5,342,440
5,342.440
184,000
5,342,440
5,526,440
aa«6 I5-S8 CONNECTION TO BANFIELD-UIDEN/ADD
PE
COHST
TOTAL
8,280
184,000
192.280
8,280
184,000
192,280
FAI5
a«*7 I5-LGMBARD STREET TO PORTLAND BLVD-GRADING/PAVING-4RaaK«rf«as315«''92«aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa««a<aa«aa««aaaaa8aaa«aa FAI5
PE
CONST
TOTAL
59,800
0
59,800
0
943,000
943,000
59,800
943,000
1,002,800
METROPOLITAN SB X DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPLEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1983
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1/ 1984
ALL OTHER PROJECTS
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
«a«8 I5-I0UA STREET VIADUCT(8197)-DECK RESTORATIOf4~4R«»»«»»*«^317»^93^»»?<»»»»»«*«»»««»»8««»«»*»»»»»»»«'«»»»»»»»»«»« FAI5
PE
CONST
TOTAL
27*600
0
27,600
0
727,720
727,720
27,600
727/720
755,320
I5-EAST MARQUAM INTERCHANGt
R/U
CONST
TOTAL
3,984,000
0
3,984,000
0
11« 040*000
11,040,000
0
23*000*000
23,000,000
0
9,200,000
9*200*000
3,984,000
43,240,000
47*224,000
FAI5
a»10 I5-JANTZEN BEACH TO DELTA PARK If4TERCHANGE^«»»**»»322»^95^»*«»J*<»«^5<»»»8»»»»»»»»«»»»««**«»»«»»»»3«*»8»»«»»}«a8 FAI5
R/U
CONST
TOTAL
941*000
0
941,000
0
32*200,000
32,200*000
0
13,800,000
13,800,000
941*000
46,000,000
46*941*000
I5-DELTA PARK TO MAR&JAM BRIDGE-BASE SHOULDER 0VERLAY-4R4as*a»*3»323aa968aaa««aaaaaaa*a*as8a«a«asaaasasa}fsa FAI5
PE
CONST
TOTAL
230,000
0
230,000
0
7,367*360
7,367*360
230*000
7*367,360
7*597*360
«*12 NW NICOLAI/UCST FREMONT
R/U
CONST
TOTAL
8*587,000
0
8,587,000
0
22,100*000
22,100,000
8,587*000
22,100,000
30,687,000
TBD
METROPOLITAN SE CE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMft&VEMENT PROGRAfi
FISCAL YEARS 1983 TO POST 1983
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
ALL OTHER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIHATEO EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1934 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
aa l3 I5-MQKRIS0N BRIDGE RAWS-DECK RESTORATION/JOINT RcPAtR-4R««»«»^^«332«a98««««««««»«««»«^»a»«aj«««»«»««a»JJ»«« FAI5
PE
CONST
TOTAL
46,000
0
46,000
0
1,656,000
1,656,000
46*000
1,656,000
1,702,000
I5-0VERCR0SSING HA3SAL0/HQLIDAY(8583)-DECK
PE
CONST
TOTAL
26,970
0
26,970
0
641,870
641,870
26,970
641,870
668,840
FAI5
«»15 I5-N3 CONNECTION TO SB I405(8958E)-DECK RESTORATION-4R^a»»««x}»336al00aMaa««»»888H}(88»«4«aH8H«Ha8«»»«««»«a» FAI5
PE
CONST
TOTAL
36,800
0
36,800
0
875,840
875,840
36,800
875,840
912,640
«*16 I5-0VERCR0SSINS COLUMBIA BLVD/UNION AVE(8882)-DECK REST0RATI0N-4'«8«88aa«337»101»«aaHHarf88««B«««<««8«««a«aaa FAI5
PE
CONST
TOTAL
36,800
0
36,800
0
811,440
811,440
36,800
811,440
848,240
»*17 I5-0VERCR0SSING COLUMBIA SLOUGH(8883)-DECK REST0RATI0N-4R«a»aiaJ»338«102«»a»««aH8aa«a84«»aa«»s««aHaa«a»HX» FAI5
PE
CONST
TOTAL
36,800
0
36,800
0
1,294,440
1,294,440
36,800
1,294,440
1,331,240
METROPOLITAN SEi >E DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPLEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1983 PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
ALL OTHER PROJECTS
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
a»18 I405-FREMQNT BRIDGE STRUCTURAL REPAIRS-4Ra*aaaaaa339al03*a**;i}Ma4«*aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa4aaaassaaaaaaaaa*aaa 1403
CONST 0 552,000 0 0 0 0 0 552/000
sai9 I5-PAVEMENT OVERLAY ON THE MAROUAM BRIDGE AND APPROACHES(fiRR)***a«aa*343alO4»aaaaaa»aa4aa»aa*if*aaaaa«aaaaa FAI5
CONST 0 5,566,000 0 0 0 0 0 5,566,000
«»2Q I5-TIGAR0 INTCHG TO WILLAMETTE RIVER BR-JQINT/PAVEMENT REPAIR-4R»»«sa»a*344»105««»a«*«*H»aa«««aaa»aaaaaa«« FAI5
CONST 0 368,000 0 0 0 0 0 368,000
a«21 I205-CLACKAMAS HUY(QR224> SIGNAL/TURN LANE-4Raas«aaaa345al06sa*»4«4aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa«*asaaaaaa«aaaaa«aaaa«a FAI205
PE 0 4.876 0 0 0 0 0 4,876
CONST 0 92,000 0 0 0 0 0 92,000
TOTAL 0 96,876 0 0 0 0 0 96,876
aa22 I5-5U 26TH AVE 0XING(8203)-DECK REST0RATI0N-4Ra»aaaaa»343.«l07asa*aaaaaaaa*!aaaaaaaaaaaa<taaaaa3*aaaaaaaaaaaa FAI5
PE 0 0 9,200 0 0 0 0 9,200
CONST 0 0 180,320 0 0 0 0 180,320
TOTAL 0 0 189,520 0 0 0 0 189,520
a»23 I5-0XING SU HOOD AVE(8195)-DECK REST0RATI0N~4Raaa?iaaaa349ai08»**4aaaaaaafl«aaaaaaaaaaaa*«aaa«aaaaaaaaaaaasa FAI5
PE 0 0 13,800 0 0 0 0 13,800
CONST 0 0 303,600 0 0 0 0 303,600
TOTAL 0 0 317,400 0 0 0 0 317,400
METROPOLITAN SE CE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IfifeOVEIIENT PROGRAfi
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1983
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1* 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
ALL OTHER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1934 1985 1986 1987
1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
aa24 I5-E BANK VIADUCT SO OF BURNSIOE BR-OVERLAY AND JGINTS-4R»a»s»*«*350»109H»aaaaaaaaaa*asaa»aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa FAI5
PE
CONST
TOTAL
55,200
2,524,480
2,579,680
55,200
2,524,480
2,579,680
a«25 I5-0XING VICTORY BLVD(9316)-DECK RESTGRATI0N-4R»»»«SH»»351«110*aaaasaaasaaa»aaaaaaaaaa*aaaaaas*aaaaHa8aaaa FAI5
PE
CONST
TOTAL
13,800
231,840
245,640
13,800
231,840
245,640
a»26 1205-GLADSTOfC INTERCHANGE SIGNAL-4Raaaaaa*»352alllaaaaaasa«aa4aaadaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa«a<aaaaaaa;iaaaaa«aaaaa FAI205
CONST 0 0 230,000 0 0 0 0 230,000
a»27 I205-82ND AVE TO CLACKAMA3
CONST 0 0 460,000 460,000
FAI205
»«28 I205-R0CKY BUTTE TO NE MULTNOtiAH ST
CONST 0 0 858,000 0 858,000
FAI205
a*2? I5-SU TERWILLIGER CONNECTION(8199)-DECK REST0RATI0N-4R«»»»»»^>355«114«»a»HaHa«H«aH»8«a48»a»««¥««a»»»a»a»H» FAI5
PE
CONST
TOTAL
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9,200
153,640
162,840
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9,200
153,640
162,840
METROPOLITAN SE IE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IlWVOIENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1983 PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
ALL OTHER PROJECTS
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SfSTEM
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
08LIGATE0 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
a*30 I205-G1 ADSfONE INTCHG TO PARK PL-GRADING/PAVING/ADD LANE-4R«a»^<»»356»113a»»»«»K»*»»«««ajiHHit*i»«»»»»)t»HSH FAI205
CONST O O O 1/656,000 0 0 0 1,656,000
»»31 I205-AIRPGRT ROAD INTERCHANGE INFORMATION CENTER-4Raaaaartaa357U16aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa*aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa*a FAI205
CONST 0 0 0 736,000 0 0 0 736,000
a«32 I5-S0 TIGARD INTERCHANGE TO E PORTLAND FWY LANDSCAPING-4R«a»J<a^a>»358»117«aa«»«»M««K»»«a»»»»»»H«»H»»»«»»H»» FAI5
CONST 0 0 0 0 230,000 0 0 230,000
H » 3 3 I5-TERWILLIGER OVERCROSSING RAMPS-4Raa»aaaa»360»118aaa^s*(aa«f4a<jf<H!aaa«aaaaasaaaaaaaaaa<aaHa»aaa«aaa»aaa«Ha FAI5
CONST 0 0 0 0 2,208,000 0 0 2,208,000
I5-AT 184 INTERCHANGE-DECK RESTORATION AND J0INTS-4RK**»4aaa361dll9*»»a»aaa»*H»HaH»aaa4aaaaaa3*aaaaaaaaaaa FAI5
PE
CONST
TOTAL
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
46,000
3,312,000
3,358,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
46,000
3,312,000
3,358,000
I84-NE 117TH TO N£ 122ND-GRADING/PAMING/STRUCTURE/INT/SIC-»»«^»^»*362»120»a»»»«»aaaaa«aaaaaaaaaji«aaaaaaaaaa FAI84
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,680,000 3,680,000
aa36 I84-181ST INTERCHAHGE-GRADING/PAVI^/UIDEN STRUCTUREaa*«4a*ia»364al2laaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa FAI84
o o o o o o 9,200,000 9,200,000
METROPOLITAN SE CE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
ALL OTHER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
FEDERAL AID INTERSrATE SYSTEM
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FAtt
»»37 I205-SE LESTER RD
CONST O O O O O 3.496,000 3,496,000
FAI205
«*38 I5-MAR3UAM INTCHG-NB/SB MCLOUGHLIN RAMPS-PHASE 2
CONST O O O O O 19,320.000 19,320,000
FAI5
a*39 I5-GREELEY RAMP TO N BANFIELD
PE
CONST
TOTAL
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 184,000 184,000
0 18,216,000 18,216,000
0 18,400,000 18,400,000
FAI5
I84-NE 122ND TO HE
CONST 0 0 11,960,000 11,960,000
FAI84
»«4i I84-NE 181ST AME TO SUNDIAL
R/U
CONST
TOTAL
0 1,840,000 1,840,000
0 25,760,000 25,760,000
0 27,600,000 27,600,000
FAI84
«»42 I5/STAFF0R0 ROAD
PE
CONST
TOTAL
28,588
172,960
201,548
0 28,588
0 172,960
0 201,548
FAI5
METROPOLITAN SE 2£ DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IfifrfdVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1983
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
ALL OTHER PROJECTS
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1934 1985 1986 1987
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FAK
8843 I3/NYBERG ROAD
PE
CONST
TOTAL
92/00)
0
92,000
0
920,000
920,000
92,000
920,000
1,012,000
FAI5
8*44 I5/UILS0NVILLE
PE
CONST
TOTAL
-48»*«a««s»373Kl29*»«3«»a«»»««*»*aaasa*^^ FAI5
26,000
276*000
302,000
26,000
276,000
302,000
»H45 IS-SIGMING WASHINGTON STATE LINE TO LINN/LANE COUNTY LIN£-4R«««a<8aa436Bi308a8aBaBaa*8*8aaaB«aa8aBaaaaaa»a FAI5
CONST 0 0 322,000 0 0 0 0 322,000
8846 I84-SIGNING POKTLAMD TO IDAHO STATE LINE-4R8aaa8aB*437»13ls»a»**«d8B8aaasaa8aa88a8a8a»4aa8aa*aaaaBaaaa«88* FAI84
CONST 0 0 0 322,000 0 0 0 322,000
**47 TUALATIN
CONST 368*000 368,000
FAI5
I5-MAR0UAM BRIDGE TO HAINES ROAD RAMP METERING»a*irf»88a673al33«88)ta«8888aaa«8»a8«»888«it888a»s»a8»888a88888 FAI5
PE
CONST
TUTAL
46,000
0
46,000
0
460,000
460,000
46,000
460,000
506,000
METROPOLITAN SE C£ DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION infotfWEHENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
ALL OTHER PROJECTS
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FAtt
»«49 OREGON CITY
CONST 0 230,000 230,000
FAI205
»»50 LENTS
CONST 230,000 230,000
FAI205
K*51 COLUMBIA BLVD/SAMDY BLVD
PE
CONST
TOTAL
18,400
322,000
340,400
18,400
322,000
340,400
FAI205
**52 LOWER BOONES FERRY ROAD INTERCHANGE
PE
CONST
TOTAL
15,456
0
15,456
0
368,000
368,000
15,456
368,000
383,456
FAU9473
TOTAL: FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM
PE
Rrtl
CONST
TOTAL
15,
15,
456
0
0
456
13,
22,
37,
908,
512,
712,
914
000
960
133,874
53,
54,
92,
941,
033,
000
0
710
713
31,
31,
9,
230,
200
0
C80
239,280
37,
37,
46,
888,
934,
000
0
360
360
14.
14,
675,
675,
0
0
840
840
1,
100,
102,
184,
840,
832,
000
000
000
856,000
1,255,570
15,352,
261,280,
277,888,
000
950
520
METROPOLITAN SEi j£ DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IfiPHOVEIIENT PROGRAti
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
ALL OTHER PROJECTS
OTHER
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIHATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1934 1983 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FAK
H*53 HIGHWAY 217 OVERLAY-SUNSET HIGHWAY TO I5«8«as8as342«138iaxaaa}Maasaaaaaaaaaaa8Baaaa«88 4a8aasBa*a8a«aaBaaaa FAP79
PE
CONST
TOTAL
0
0
0
176,0000
176i000
0
2/757/040
2/757,040
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
176,000
2,757,040
2,933,040
««54 SUNSET HUY AT CORJiELL RDHfB OFF RAMP SIGNAL~FAP8aasaB«*376al39*s*aaa»aa8aaaaa8aa»aaaa8SBaa8a«a;»Ba8aaaaaaaa FAP27
CONST 0 88,000 0 0 0 0 0 88,000
«»55 SUNSET HWY AT VISlA RIDGE TUf4NEL-PAVIf^5-HESa«aa»rtaa377al40a«aa<ia«iajj»aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaai«aaaaaaasaaaaaaaaaaa FAP27
CONST 0 225,000 0 0 0 0 0 225,000
»«56 US30-NU HOGE AVE TO NW HAR80R BLVD-SLIDE C0RRECTI0N-FAPaaa«a*a*379*14laaaaaaaaaaa8aa«a:!»aaaaaa*aaaaaaaaaaa FAP2U
CONST 0 264,000 0 0 0 0 0 264,000
a*57 US30B-SAHDY BLVD-50TH TO
CONST 0 500,000 500,000
a*58 99W-PACIFIC HUY AT 30TH AVE-LT TURN/B£AC0N-HES»aaaaaaa383al43aa»a»«aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa»»aajniaaa»aaaaa»a 0
C01«T 0 135,000 0 0 0 0 0 135,000
H*59 0R213-82ND AT JOHNSON CREEK BLVD-SIGNAL UPGRA0E-HESa«a«»iaaa385:*144a»a»aaaaaaaaaaa«aaaa<»«»«a»«aaaaa«aaaa«aa 0
CONST 0 135,000 0 0 0 0 0 135,000
METROPOLITAN S k . C E DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPW&VEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1983
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
ALL OTHER PROJECTS
OTHER
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FAtt
a*60 SUNSET HWY AT VISTA RIDGE TUNNEL MESSAGE SIGNING-HES»«»»«»a»386«1458»»»«»»»»»»»»»a»«»««»»»»a«»«»»»»»«»»»»» FAP27
CONST 0 0 450*000 0 0 0 0 450,000
**61 US30-SU DOAHE AVE TO SU BALBOA AVE-CHAN'NELIZATI0N-HES»««»»»»!<387al46«»»»»»*««»»H»«»K»<»5<»»«»»<«a»H»»»»»»»«» 2U
CONST 0 0 135,000 0 0 0 0 135,000
BH HWY-CAPITOL HUY TO TERUILLIGER BLVD
CONST 0 0 100,000 100,000
a«63 99W-PACIFIC HWY AT SU FISHER ROAD SIGNAL-HES»aa««»»»389al48««a^«jiji?iaa«a»«)iH»»»a«H»)i»»a^8»«»««»4»a»}i»»aa«Ha 0
COHST 0 0 90,000 0 0 0 0 90,000
«a64 SCHOLLS HUY AT 135TH
CONST 0 264,000 0 264,000
a*£5 SCHOJXS HUY AT SORRENTO ROAD SIGNAL~FAPaa«««s«»39lal50a«aaa«4a^«?iai«a«a3i»»»»Ha«aH«»aaa«<a»s»sarta»a«a»8aa»»» 0
CONST 0 0 88,000 0 0 0 0 88,000
SCHOLLS HUY AT NICOL ROAD TURN LAN£S-FAPaaa^aaa»392al5i<*aaa»aa^«rta»a4a»aM««a»«»«a»aa«»4a»aaaa»njiH«aaa*<aHaH 0
CONST 0 0 132,000 0 0 0 0 132,000
METROPOLITAN S& fcE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IIH^VEHENT PROGRAfi
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1983
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1 , 1984
IN FEDERAL OQLLARS
ALL OTHER PROJECTS
OTHER
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESrifiATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA*
**67 S£ 82HD AT SE CAUSEY ROAD OPTICOH CONTROLLER-FAP«»a»»»'<5'394J«152'<«'<'<»«««a*»»««««»a«»t8HH4»»«)i«a?«?iH«aaH«»t»«H« 0
CONST 0 0 44,000 0 0 0 0 44,000
»*68 BMTN/TUALATIN HUY AT SU BRIDGEP0RT-SIGNAL/CHANNELIZE-HES*««»«»*8395«153«^ 0
CONST 0 0 135,000 0 0 0 0 135,000
»«69 1205-UILLAflENTTE RIVER BR(W LINN) SLAG WELD INSPECTII0N-HBR»»«<«'<»<*«396«154««««»«»a«»a««««««««««K»»«««««««a 1205
CONST 0 0 0 280,000 0 0 0 280,000
**70 US26-HT HOOD HUY AT PALHOUIST/ORIENT R0~GRADE/PAVE/SIGNAL'FAP»»««»*«»397al55«»»««»«8««»«»«a«a^«»»»«»»«a«»» FAP24
CONST 0 0 0 352,000 0 0 0 352,000
FAP27US26-SUH3FT HUY AT SYLVAH-EB RAUP
CONST 0 0 132,000 132,000
»*72 US30-BURLINGT0N RR TO UILLBRIOGE UNIT l-0VERLAY-FAP«»««8«?(}«4024l57a»»«a»««««»«»«««J««'««<««««««*»««««»»«««»« FAP2U
CONST 0 0 0 1,584,000 0 0 0 1,584,000
« H 7 3 US30B-NE 60JH TO NE
CONST 0 2,640,000 2,640,000
METROPOLITAN SL^JCE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1983
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
ALL OTHER PROJECTS
OTHER
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FAtf
»»74 US30B-NE PORTLAND HVIY AT NE
CONST O O 176,000 176,000
a»75 TV HIGHWAY AT SU 91ST SIGNALHrAP»aa»a»Ba405al60saaaasHaa:i*3aad4*4-4>*aaaasaaaaaaaaaaaasa*aaaaaa«i{aaaaaaa883a 0
CONST 0 0 0 88/000 0 0 0 88/000
BVTN HrLLSOALE HWY-SCHOLLS Ff RD TO 65TH BIKEWAY-BIKEaa«saaa;UjO6Bl6:LaaaaaaaaaaBaaaBBaaaBaaaa«a<»BaaaBaaaaa
CONST 0 0 0 30/000 0 0 0 5 0 , 0 0 0
**77 I5/TERUILLIGER
CONST 0 4/000,000 4/000,000
FAI5
a«78 I205-SUNNYSIDE RD TO UEST LINN BIKEUAY PHA3El-BIKEaaa»«aaa409al63aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa4aaaa««a!f«aaH»«aaaaa 1205
CONST 0 0 0 0 350,000 0 0 350,000
s*79 US26-SUNSET HUY CLIMB LAtC-CANYON RD TO VISTA RIDGE TUNNEL-FAP*saaaaaH410al64aa»aaaaaaa«»aa«»aa8aaaaa»aHa« FAP27
CON*ST 0 0 0 0 4,400,003 0 0 4,400,000
aa80 US26-SUNSET HVY/CAWON RD TO RAA3 RD BIKEWAY-BIKE«aaaaaaa4111*165'<aaaa?<aa«aaaaaaaaaa»aa«aaaaaai«»aaa»aaa»aaa FAP27
CONST 0 0 0 0 50,000 0 0 50,000
HETROPOLITAN SB ZE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION M P M J V E H E H T PRQGRAfi
FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER li 1984
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
ALL OTHER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
OTHER
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESriflATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987
1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
a«81 RESERVE FOR SURFACh PRESERVATION-HETRG REGI0N-FAP«*»«««»*«412»166a»«««»«»«M«»»»»««»«»»a^«»«a»»»«H«««««««»?«« 0
RESRV O O O O 2,288,000 2,288,000 2,112,000 6,688,000
a»S2 BEAVERTON/TUALATIN HWY INTERSECTION
CONST 0 0 0 0 88,000 88,000
»*83 BEAVERTON/TUALATIN HWY AT SE QAK-SIGNAL/LEFT TURH-HEStxtttsx^lAtlSS************************************** 0
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 0 135,000 135,000
a«84 US26-SUNSET/HELVETIA ROAD
CONST 0 0 2,992,000
FAP27
0 0 2,992,000
««85 US26-SUNS£T/C0RNcLIUS PASS ROAD INTCHG-DEVEL0PI1ENT/FP««a««»^422^170«SM«««»««H»»j(«»«««x»aa»««)<«<»}i«aa««sa«» FAP27
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 0 792,000 792,000
a*86 US30B-NE COLlfliBIA BLVD TO fC L0H8ARD
C01-«T 0 0 0
FAP27
0 1,936,000 1,936,000
a*87 US26-SUNSET/JACKSON RO
CONST 0 0 0 4,400,000 4,400,000
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FISCAL YEARS 1985 TO POST 1988
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IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
ALL OTHER PROJECTS
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(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESttrtATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1983 1986 1987
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FA#
a«88 US26-SUNSET/NE 185TH AVE
CONST O O
FAP27
4,400,000 4,400,000
*<89 US26-SUNSET/CORNELL ROAD ttfrERCHANGE-DEVEL0PH£NTa**aaaa*427al74a;i«faaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa*aaaaaaa*aaaaaaaaaaa FAP27
CONST O O O O O O 4,400,000 4,400,000
**90 US30B-NE 82ND AVE TO
CONST O 1,408,000 1,408,000
aa91 NW CORNELL RD BRIDGES-AUOUBON SOCIETY BLDG TO TUNNEL ftt-H8RR»H*aa**»447al76a»»»««»»««H«aaaaas««aaa«aaaaaaa FAU9022
PE
CONST
TOTAL
0
0
0
0
0
0
80,000
1,400,000
1,480,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
80,000
1,400,000
1,480,000
»*92 HUY212 CLIHBING LANE-ROCK CREEK X T TO HP 0.75-FAP DEVEL0PHENT^««!iM»»»450»588«»»a»»»»a»<««»»»««»«a»a«»»«»«» FAP74
CONST 0 0 0 528,000 0 0 0 528,000
»»93 TUALATIN VHLLEY HtGHUAY-SE 21ST AVE TO SE OAK ST-
?E 139,765 90,002 0 0 229,767
»»94 SUNSET/TiURRAY INTERCHA^E-PHASE I -
CONST 0 0 0
FAP32
FAP27
1,936,000 1,936,000
METROPOLITAN Sfc
TRANSPORTATION
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IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
ALL OTHER PROJECTS
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OTHER
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESriliATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FAtf
a»95 TV HUY AT HURRAY BLV9 INTERSECTION H1PR0VEHENT»«»»«»»»680}<178«<'<»«a»rt»»»»«»»»»»«»»»»»»«»»8«H»»4H»»»«*»»Ha» FAP32
PE
R/V
CONST
TOTAL
33,067
0
0
33,067
11,933
30,000
0
41,933
«»96 ROSS ISLAND BRIDGE OVERLAY**
PE
CONST
TOTAL
23,455
0
23,455
TOTAL: OTHER
PE
R/V
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
196,287
0
0
0
196,287
64,545
1,760,000
1,824,545
342,480
30,000
3,107,000
0
3,479,480
0
0
528,000
528,000
«a«aa»682«179
0
0
0
80,000
0
9,115,040
0
9,195,040
o
o
o
o
a*s»*»*a**aa*
0
0
0
0
0
5,830,000
0
5,830,000
o
o
o
o
0
0
0
0
0
10,736,000
2,288,000
13,024,000
o
o
o
o
aaaaaaaa»aaa»
0
0
0
0
0
0
2,288,000
2,288,000
o
o
o
o
Eaaa*#»4Hasas)
0
0
0
0
0
17,559,000
2,112,000
19,671,000
45,000
30,000
528,000
603,000
taaaaaaaaaaa
88,000
1,760,000
1,848,000
618,767
30,000
46,347,040
6,688,000
53,683,807
FAP24
METROPOLITAN S£ v I E DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1 9 8 5 TO POST 1 9 8 3
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1 , 1 9 8 4
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
ALL OTHER PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 POST 1988 AUTHORIZED FAtt
GRAND TOTAL
PE
R/W
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
211,743 1,251/394 172,00*3. 9,200 46,000 0 184,000 1,874,337
0 13,542,000 0 0 0 0 1,840,000 15,382,000
0 25,819,960 63,056,750 37,060,080 48,624,360 14,675,840 118,391,000 3*37,627,990
0 0 0 0 2,288,000 2,288,000 2,112,000 6,688,000
211,743 40,613,354 63,228,750 37,069,280 50,958,360 16,963,840 122,527,000 331,572,327
STAFF REPORT Agenda Item No.
Meeting Date
CONSIDERATION OF RESOLUTION NO. FOR THE
PURPOSE OF ADOPTING THE YEAR 2005 FORECAST OF
POPULATION AND EMPLOYMENT FOR USE IN METRO'S
FUNCTIONAL PLANS
Date: August 30, 1984 Presented by: Keith Lawton
FACTUAL BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS
Proposed Action
To adopt the forecast described by Exhibit A, Resolution
No. , as the basis for infrastructure investment decisions
made as a result of Metro's functional plans.
History
This forecast is the outcome of a significant discussion and
debate among a group of professionals whose jobs involve them in
forecasting. These professionals represent both public and private
sectors, and both regional and local interests.
The Regional Growth Forum, consisting of regional economists
and demographers representing the public and private sectors (see
attached list of members), developed a consensus on the likely
forecast for the four-county area (Clackamas, Clark, Multnomah and
Washington Counties). This group started by reviewing the output
and assumptions of an econometric model for the Northwest (developed
for Bonneville Power Administration by Wharton Econometrics) and
developed a consensus forecast through a process of three three-hour
meetings. The outcome of the Regional Growth Forum was a forecast
of 871,000 jobs and a population of 1.67 million people in the
region by 2005.
The Growth Allocation Workshops were composed of
planners/administrators invited from every jurisdiction in the
region. All jurisdictions of reasonable size and which could expect
significant growth were represented (see attached list of attendees).
The first task of this group was to review the regional
forecast. The result of this was an opinion that the forecast for
the electronics sector was probably low; based on the immediately
visible activity at the local level, the growth in this sector was
boosted by 10,000 jobs (from 43,000 total to 53,000 total in 2005).
This action moved the regional forecast from 871,000 employees
and 1.67 million population to 910,000 employees and 1.73 million
population.
This group met for a total of 16 hours over three days, meeting
as a whole to develop a consensus on subregional forecasts (by
County and for the Portland Central Business District) followed by
three three-hour meetings (one for each Oregon county) to break
these down further to the 20 districts displayed in Exhibit A.
This forecast has a population at 2005, approximately equal to
that used in the Regional Transportation Plan for year 2,000 and an
employment level 50,000 lower (910,000 in 2005 versus 960,000 in
2000).
TPAC has reviewed this forecast and recommends approval of the
Resolution.
EXECUTIVE OFFICER'S RECOMMENDATION
The Executive Officer recommends approval of Resolution No.
KL/gl
1914C/392-3
09/04/84
REGIONAL GROWTH FORUM List of Participants
Mr. Ray Broughton
Vice President and Economist
First Interstate Bank
Dr. John Mitchell
Corporate Economist
U.S. Bank Corp
Mr. Charles Allcock
Senior Planning Supervisor
Electric Business Planning
Portland General Electric
Mr. Steve Peterson
Director, Economic Development
.Portland Development Commission
(Alternate: Betsy Radigan)
Dr. Fred Weber
Consulting Economist
Home Builders Association of
Metropolitan Portland
Dr. James Strathman
Associate Professor
Dept. of Urban Studies and Planning
Portland State University
Mr. Glenn Vanselow
Research Manager
Port of Portland
Mr. Tom Lynch
Director, Labor Market Information
Programs
Oregon State Employment Service
Mr. Charles Schneider
Chief Economist
Economic Research Section
Bonneville Power Administration
Mr. Ed. Schafer
Director, Center for Population Research
and Census
Portland State University
Mr. Scott Hannigan
Manager, Load Forecasting and Analysis Dept
Pacific Power and Light
(Alternate: Dave Clement)
Mr. Chris Sturm
Research Manager
Portland Chamber of Commerce
20 05 GROWTH ALLOCATION WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS
(Workshops Held August 7, 16 and 23, 1984)
Name Affiliation
Tom VanderZanden
Norm Scott
Ben Altman
Mark Hess
Lori Mastrantonio
Gilbert Mallery
Laurel Lyon
Mary Legry
Dean Lookingbill
Azam Babar
Bebe Rucker
Steve Dotterrer
Steve Iwata
James Throckmorton
Tim Goon
Rick Walker
Jeff. Davis
R. Scott Pemble
Brent Curtis
Jane Jensen-Norman
Mark Brown
Frank Angelo
Mark Johnson
Wink Brooks
Debbie Noble
John Gillam
Larry Cole
Elizabeth Newton
Dave Prescott
Clackamas County
Clackamas County
City of Wilsonville
City of West Linn
City of Milwaukie
Regional Planning Council of Clark County
Regional Planning Council of Clark County
Regional Planning Council of Clark County
Regional Planning Council of Clark County
City of Vancouver
Multnomah County
City of Portland
City of Portland
City of Portland
City of Portland
City of Gresham
City of Gresham
City of Troutdale
Washington County
Washington County
Washington County
Washington County
City of Forest Grove
City of Hillsboro
City of Hillsboro
City of Beaverton
City of Beaverton
City of Tigard
City of Tualatin
TKL:lmk
8-30-84
BEFORE THE COUNCIL OF THE
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
FOR THE PURPOSE OF ADOPTING THE ) RESOLUTION NO.
YEAR 2005 FORECAST OF POPULATION )
AND EMPLOYMENT FOR USE IN METRO'S ) Introduced by the Joint
FUNCTIONAL PLANS ) Policy Advisory Committee
) on Transportation
WHEREAS, Planning for transportation, solid waste disposal
and other infrastructure needs should be based on a 20 or more year
forecast, commensurate with the economic life of such investments;
and
WHEREAS, The state and federal transportation departments
require this horizon for planning purposes; and
WHEREAS, The forecast contained in the attachment to this
Resolution marked Exhibit A is the result of a series of workshops
involving a large number of experts and professionals in this region
and has their consensus as a forecast which is reasonable and
appropriate for long-range planning in this region; now, therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED,
That the Metro Council adopts the forecast for this urban
area as contained in the attachment to this Resolution marked
Exhibit A as a reasonable and appropriate forecast for use in
Metro's functional plans until such time as-events clearly indicate
the need for revision.
ADOPTED by the Council of the Metropolitan Service District
this day of , 1984.
Presiding Officer
KL/srb
1914C/392-2
08/30/84
TOTAL EMPLOYMENT
DIST
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3
4
5
20
nULTCO
6
7
8
9
10
19
CLACKCO
11
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14
15
16
18
WASHCO
CLARK-CO
SCISA
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80430
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21660
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8700
8950
10450
8640
13200
69150
6950
16410
43750
11170
13930
6000
9450
107660
73190
584920
2005
117990
184220
72520
24910
32600
760
433000
25710
25700
17450
14450
18390
18300
120000
17500
30750
76180
44860
31940
10100
15680
227010
130000
910010
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5100
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TOTAL POPULATION
DIST
1
2
3
4
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6
7
8
9
10
19
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11
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16
18
WASHCO
CLARKCO
SfiSA
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11000
314000
79280
70600
85180
5880
565940
63790
19030
44790
24880
19950
78080
250520
15600
32000
75332
62780
33110
20920
21040
260782
200000
1277242
2005
11988
321119
93473
100218
127462
6245
660505
71478
37743
67825
40014
38879
104111
360050
27744
46818
85581
123795
61800
33089
27483
406310
312705
1739570
CHANGE
988
7119
14193
29618
42282
365
94565
7688
18713
23035
15134
18929
26031
109530
12144
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10249
61015
28690
12169
6443
145528
112705
462328
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SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING UNITS PIULTI FAMILY DWELLING UNITS
DIST
1
2
3
4
5
20
MULTCO
6
7
8
9
10
19
CLACKCQ
11
12
13
14
15
16
18
WASHCO
CLARKCO
SflSA
1983
200
95650
20490
22080
21510
2130
162060
19200
6050
13690
6960
5610
24660
76170
3800
8560
18280
16930
9010
5530
7050
69160
59710
367100
2005
200
95750
24490
24080
33510
2280
180310
21700
11650
20990
11960
11610
34785
112695
6650
12710
21000
32320
17200
8810
8910
107600
98000
498605
CHANGE
0
100
4000
2000
1*2000
150
18250
2500
5600
7300
5000
6000
10125
36525
2850
4150
2720
15390
8190
3280
1860
38440
38290
131505
DIST
1
o
3
4
5
20
MULTCO
6
7
8
9
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19
CLACKCO
11
12
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15
16
18
WASHCO
CLARKCO
SMSA
1983
6900
41820
20260
9980
9700
120
88780
6520
1180
3450
2130
1950
1910
17140
2250
4940
14405
6520
2985
2440
360
33900
17000
156820
2005
9000
50920
23060
20980
16700
120
120780
7520
4060
5450
2330
3750
2680
26290
5250
9000
18025
16500
6625
4500
600
60500
24200
231770
CHANGE
2100
9100
2800
11000
7000
0
32000
1000
2880
2000
700
1800
770
9150
3000
4060
3620
9980
3640
2060
240
26600
7200
74950
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Growth Alocation Workshop
Portland Metro Area 20 DISTRICTS
SUMMARY REPORT
REGIONAL GROWTH FORECAST
1983 t o 2005
I. REGIONAL FORECAST
EMPLOYMENT
It is assumed that economic activity, creating, maintaining, or
losing jobs is the basic determinant of the future in a
long-term context. Population would be dependent on employment
Manufacturing jobs are assumed to grow at a slightly lower rate
than jobs as a whole. These can be grouped as follows:
High Growth Sectors: Transportation equipment,
fabricated metals, machinery, electronics and
printing. The first three helped by assumed
increases in Pacific Rim trade.
Low Growth Sectors: Lumber, primary metals, pulp and
paper.
Loss Sector: Food processing.
Non-Manufacturing jobs are assumed to grow at a slightly higher
rate than jobs as a whole. These can be grouped as follows:
High Growth Sectors: Services (particularly
business), trade (wholesale and retail), finance,
insurance and real estate, and self-employed. These
sectors will be positively impacted by increases in
Pacific Rim trade and an increase in two wage earner
households.
- Low Growth Sectors: Transportation, communications
and public utilities, government, construction.
- Loss Sectors: Agricultural, mining and fisheries.
Employment Growth. The net effect of all of the changes is a
return to a growth rate comparable to that experienced in the
1960 to 1975 period. The mix of job sectors being
significantly different.
TABLE 1 - EMPLOYMENT FORECASTS
Year 1980 1983 1990 1995 2000 2005
Employment 620 585 686 762 836 910
(1,000s)
Growth Rate -11,700 14,400 15,200 14,800 14,800
(Emp./Year)
The historical perspective is shown in Graph 1, Employment -
Past and Forecast.
POPULATION
In the growth forecast procedure, change in labor force
participation rates was examined by age and by sex. The net
result was a change from 47 percent to 52 percent of population
participating in the labor force. This is lower than suggested
by past overall trends, and primarily reflects assumptions on a
limit of 75 percent for women in the 25- to 34-year old age
group (about 65 percent of this group are employed today).
Birth rates were assumed to change from the current 1.8 births
per woman to 2.1 births per woman (replacement) by 2005.
Mortality rates used are those from the Center for Population
Research and Census (CPRC) developed for Oregon and are assumed
to remain unchanged over the forecast period.
The sex/age distribution of the net migrant population is
assumed to be the same as that estimated by CPRC for the 1970
to 1980 period. This implicitly covers the net changes wrought
by both out- and in-migration.
TABLE 2 - POPULATION FORECASTS
Year 1980 1983 1990 1995 2000 2005
Population 1,246 1,259 1,404 1,509 1,599 1,740
(1,000s)
Growth Rate 4,300 20,700 21,000 18,000 28,200
(Persons/Year)
HOUSING
The first assumption to be made is on household size. For the
Portland SMSA this has gone from a high of 2.99 persons per
household in 1960 to 2.59 persons per household in 1980. This
decline is assumed to level off to an average of 2.45 by year
2005.
The second issue is that of the mix of detached and attached
housing. In 1960 the mix was 82 percent detached, 18 percent
attached. New construction 1960 to 1983 was at a net rate of
55 percent detached to 45 percent attached, leading to a mix of
70 percent detached to 30 percent attached. These changes were
due to the rapid formation of young households (baby boom
group) and assumptions on the acceptability of condominium
living as a lifestyle change for those who had choice. The
experience of a lack of acceptance of condominium living in the
region, coupled with the maturing of the baby boom generation,
- 2 -
leads to an assumption of a 65 percent detached to 35 percent
attached split in new housing construction.
For an analysis of future needs, assumptions of vacancy rates
were set at 9 percent for attached and 2.75 percent for
detached dwelling units. The above assumptions led to the
housing demand shown in Table 3.
TABLE 3 - HOUSING
Year 1980 1983 1990 1995 2000 2005
Detached Units 353,600 367,100 398,700 432,100 459,100 498,600
Units/Year 4,500 4,500 6,700 5,400 7,900
Attached Units 150,200 156,800 173,800 191,800 206,300 231,800
Units/Year 2,200 2,400 3,600 2,900 5,100
Total Units 503,800 523,900 572,500 623,900 665,400 730,400
Units/Year 6,700 6,900 10,300 8,300 13,000
II. SUB-REGIONAL ALLOCATION OF GROWTH
The allocation of growth to subareas is carried out in reverse
order, housing first, from which population is estimated, and,
finally, employment. The growth was allocated to 20 large
planning districts (see Figure 1).
HOUSING
Detached dwelling units, also known as single family dwelling
units, were assumed to follow past trends with changes in
trends occurring as areas filled up. Very little growth is
expected in Multnomah County with the exception of District 5,
the Gresham, Troutdale, Wood Village area, where growth is
expected to continue; and District 3, where the primary growth
is expected to be in Forest Park Estates. Clackamas County is
expected to maintain growth in the rural and non-contiguous
urban growth areas (District 19) and District 8 (Lake Oswego,
West Linn) . Washington County is expected to see continued
growth with the areas of emphasis moving from District 13
(Beaverton) to 14 and 15 (Aloha and Hillsboro). Clark County
is expected to grow as fast as Washington County. See Table 2,
Exhibit A, Resolution No. .
Attached dwelling units, also known as multi-family dwelling
units were allocated in much the same manner. Multnomah County
is expected to have the highest growth with District 4
(Mid-County) showing the expected influence of provision of
sewers, the Banfield Light Rail and numerous large developable
lots. District 5 (Gresham area) following recent trends, plus
the expected impact of the LRT investment is also expected to
see growth in attached units. Clackamas County is expected to
- 3 -
show slow growth with minor concentrations in District 7
(Clackamas Town Center area), and District 8 (Lake Oswego, West
Linn). Washington County is expected to see a continued strong
growth in these units with concentrations in Aloha, Beaverton
and Hillsboro. Clark County is expected to show a continued
moderate growth. See Table 2, Exhibit A, Resolution
No. .
POPULATION
The method for estimation here was to use the dwelling units
previously allocated with assumptions on vacancy and household
size by type (attached/detached) and by district. The
household sizes were assumed to be the same as in the 1980
Census (for each district) reduced by the same percentage as
the overall assumed reduction in household size for the region
as a whole. This gave the population allocation shown in
Table 1,.Exhibit "A," Resolution No. .
EMPLOYMENT
It was assumed that the Central Business District (District 1)
would maintain its past strong share in the region's growth.
Growth in District 2 was also expected, partially a
re-employment of recently lost workers and also to reflect
expected growth in the Lloyd Center area and the Columbia-South
Shore area. Growth in Clackamas County is expected to be
concentrated in the Clackamas Town Center and Highway 212/224
areas. Washington County is expected to see strong growth with
existing trends, availability of desirable serviced land in
large lots, very aggressive marketing by the private and
quasi-public sectors, and an expected trend towards moving from
a bedroom community to a more balanced community supplying the
impetus. This growth is expected primarily in the
Beaverton-Aloha-Hillsboro corridor. Clark County is also
expected to experience significant growth with an assist from
the 1-205 completion, a supportive tax structure and aggressive
marketing. Table 1, Exhibit "A," Resolution No. ,
shows the outcome of the allocation process.
KL/srb
1989C/396-2
09/12/84
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Memo
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT 527 S.W. HALL ST., PORTLAND, OREGON 97201 503 221-1646
Providing Zoo, Transportation, Solid Waste and other Regional Services
Date: September 6, 1984
To: JPACT
From: Andrew C. Cotugno, Transportation Director
Regarding: Status of State Gas Tax Proposals
Attached for your information is the testimony presented to the
House Task Force on State and Local Road Funding resulting from the
JPACT action of August 9. The testimony includes the recommenda-
tion for a 2-cent gas tax plus weight-mile tax dedicated to cities
and counties and is expanded to include more information on the
magnitude of need for road funding in the metropolitan area. Pre-
sentations were also made to the Task Force providing more detailed
information by Wes Myllenbeck (Washington County), Larry Cole (Bea-
verton), Dennis Buchanan (Multnomah County), Burke Raymond (Mult-
nomah County) and Pam Christian (Troutdale).
The Task Force concluded by directing legislative counsel to draft
a bill to include a 1-cent increase for an ODOT modernization proj-
ect and a 1-cent increase to cities and counties.
At the next meeting, the Task Force will continue their delibera-
tion on a gas tax recommendation. In the interim, efforts are under-
way to continue to pursue the option for a 2-cent gas tax for cities
and counties.
ACC:lmk
Attachment
PRESENTATIONS TO THE HOUSE TASK FORCE
ON STATE AND LOCAL ROAD FUNDING
August 24, 1984
9:00 a.m.
Hearing Room F
RICHARD WAKER
COUNCILOR, DISTRICT 2
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
Greetings. I'm Richard Waker, a Councilor for the
Metropolitan Service District, representing the Portland region.
I'm here with other representatives on behalf of the region as a
result of an action taken by the Joint Policy Advisory Committee on
Transportation (JPACT) to present the case for adequate local road
funding to this Task Force.
The Portland region supports the activities of the Task Force
and has a long standing interest in funding all aspects of the
transportation system.
The presentation that has been prepared for the Task Force
includes several parts:
1. I will describe the key reasons why adequate local road
funding is of interest to the state and will describe the
general magnitude of the road funding problem in the
Portland region.
2. Other officials will provide more specifics on the nature
of the road funding problem in their areas.
3. I will summarize with a recommendation to the Task Force
on funding options for consideration.
The first issue to deal with is the importance of maintaining
and improving the local road system and why the funding of local
roads is of state interest.
The Task Force should recognize that it is the full highway
system that is needed to meet the needs of the state of Oregon.
Neither the state system nor the local system can serve the need
alone. An excellent state highway system without the local roads to
gain access to the state highways is useless.
Historically, the responsibility to provide highway facilities
has been clearly divided: the state provides statewide routes;
local jurisdictions each provide local streets. Similarly, the
federal interest is expressed in terms of the categories within
which federal funds are allowed to be spent: the vast majority of
federal funds are provided to meet the federal interest; that is,
for Interstate freeways and other major state highways.
However, the state interest in ensuring road funds are
available should not be confused with the state responsibility to
build and operate state highways. The state is and should continue
to be the major uniform collector of highway taxes. However,
expenditure of these taxes should be targeted where needed to ensure
a full state and local road system is available.
An adequate local road system is of interest to the state for
a number of reasons, including:
1. local roads complete the highway system so that excessive
traffic burdens are not placed on state highways.
2. local roads provide access from the state highway system
into specific areas of development — without these access
roads, economic development is impossible and it is the
state that reaps the income tax benefit of economic
development, not local cities and counties.
3. Oregon land use laws have resulted in every urban area
adopting urban growth boundaries and comprehensive plans
to increase densities. As a result, the burden of traffic
growth on state highways is constrained while traffic is
intensified on local streets.
The need for funding can generally be divided into three
categories:
1. Maintenance and Operations to protect the huge public
investment that is already in place;
2. Reconstruction to replace the parts of the system that
have exceeded their useful life; and
3
* Capital improvements to meet the needs of a growing area
and promote economic development.
Without adequate funding, maintenance is deferred leading to
an increased backlog of roads requiring complete reconstruction at
much greater expense and economic vitality is stymied due to an
inability to provide improved roads.
The most cost-effective way to provide an adequate road system
is to properly maintain it once it's built.
As shown in this diagram, the useful life of a roadway can be
economically extended if adequate maintenance and resurfacing occurs
before the road fails. The cost to reconstruct a road after it
fails is much greater than properly maintaining it in the first
place. This is further illustrated by a direct comparison of cost
per mile. (Source: American Public Works Association)
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If adequate maintenance and overlays are done to provide a
) 20-year roadway life, the cost is much cheaper than deferring
maintenance completely and facing the cost to reconstruct the
facility. (Source: Washington County Report on Road Maintenance
Needs.)
The choice is simple — like the oil filter commercial — you
can pay me now or pay me later. And the situation for cities and
counties does not look good — we don't have the ability to pay now
and the prospects to pay later look worse.
As illustrated here, the annual cost to adequately fund a
managed maintenance program in the Portland region to provide a
15- to 20-year roadway life is $62 million. State shared gas taxes
and forestry receipts support less than half this need at
$29.6 million. (Source: Metro, Counties, Cities)
As a result, a significant local commitment to road funding
has been necessary. Multnomah County has a 3C gas tax to properly
maintain its system; Washington County has a 1$ gas tax and had a
$24 million property tax levy to relieve its deteriorated system;
Portland has always subsidized its road program out of the general
fund; Clackamas County had the benefit of the good timber years to
properly maintain its system; and the whole region benefited by
funds transferred from the 1-505 and Mt. Hood freeways.
I But time is running out —
1. costs continue to escalate;
2. without adequate funds, the backlog of roads requiring
reconstruction will grow;
3. our ability to rely on general fund support for road
purposes declines as Proposition 2 gets closer to reality;
4. Interstate Transfer funds are nearly gone; and
5. forestry receipts are only as reliable as Oregon's timber
economy.
The same situation exists in our ability to meet the need for
capital improvements. The region has had the ability to meet
capital needs from Interstate Transfer funds. When that program is
complete, $4 million of Federal Aid Urban funds won't touch the
outstanding need for over $100 million in reconstruction costs and
$300 million in capital costs; especially if the program is
eliminated in the next update to the federal highway act as was
attempted in 1982.
Now is the time to move forward and adequately address the
local road funding need.
PRESENTATIONS BY OTHERS ON LOCAL ROAD FUNDING NEEDS
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WRAP-UP/RECOMMENDATION
I would like to conclude by endorsing the principles embodied
in the proposal developed by the Department of Transportation, but
offer several modifications for consideration by the Task Force:
PROPOSAL
1. 1C gas tax plus weight-mile
tax to fund a $200 million
state highway modernization
program.
PROPOSAL
1$ gas tax plus weight-mile
tax or a vehicle registra-
tion increase to go to local
governments.
A two-year study of the
appropriate percentages for
allocating the highway fund
to the state, cities and
counties.
PROPOSAL
A study of bridge needs and
a proposed financing pack-
age to be prepared for the
1987 Legislature. Local
governments may choose to
participate.
RECOMMENDATION
The Portland region supports the
concept of a $200 million
modernization program, but urge
greater emphasis on projects
needed to support significant
economic development
opportunities both on and off the
state system.
RECOMMENDATION
A 1C or equivalent increase is a
good step in the right direction,
but we urge the Task Force to more
fully address the local funding
problem. A 2C option or other
comparable options should be
seriously considered by the Task
Force; in addition, we are
skeptical about depending on a
vehicle registration fee increase
after the last election.
Such a study of needs and
allocation method is appropriate
but should not hold up progress
toward addressing the need. The
highway funding problem has been
a persistent one and won't be
solved by this Legislature so
further study is appropriate.
However, we feel the case is
clear and compelling for
increased local road fund now.
RECOMMENDATION
We endorse such a study to
include local bridge needs.
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5, A proposal to change the gas Such a proposal is very important,
tax to a variable base (to The problem is not just to meet
address inflation). the need today but ensure that
funding base doesn't erode with
continued inflation and improved
fuel efficiency.
In summary, we are suggesting that an adequately funded local
road system is a high state priority along with the state system.
The state and federal governments have worked hard to address the
needs of the state system over the past several years with a
40 percent increase in funding. The same increase has not been
realized to date by local governments. We are asking for the same
attention to addressing the local problem.
AC/gl
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The Cost of "Timely" Maintenance
COST COMPARISON:
Reconstruction cost after
failure vs adequate maintenance
One time
Reconstruction
Cost per Mile
20 year maintenance
and Overlay Cost
Per Mile
5-lane arterial
3-lane collector
2-lane local
$1.76 million
1.25 million
1.13 million
$227,600
165,400
101,100
HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE
NEED: $62 million/
year to manage road-
way life @ 15-20
years
HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURE
$46.7 million/year
resulting in growing backlog of
reconstruction needs
General Fund Support: $9.4 million
Local Gas Tax
Forestry Receipts:
$7.7 million
$3.4 million
State shared highway
revenue: $26.2 million
PORTLAND AREA COMPARISON OF MAINTENANCE NEED AND
EXPENDITURE FOR CITIES AND COUNTIES
$15 million/
year
$10 million/
year
$5 million/
year
-Interstate Transfer
Federal-Aid
"Urban
77-80 81-85 80-90 91-95 95-2000
ANNUAL CAPITAL FUNDING AVAILABLE FOR LOCAL ROADS IN PORTLAND AREA
UNFUNDED NEED:
$100 million + for reconstruction
$300 million + for modernization
HISTORICAL GROWTH IN DEDICATED HIGHWAY REVENUES
AND PROPOSED INCREASE
$302.4 m. +50% over 1980
1C increase
for moderni-
zation
$201.8 m.
Federal
Gas Tax
$95.5 m.
State
Gas Tax
$106.3 m.
Federal
Gas Tax
$140.7 m.
State
Gas Tax
$141.7 m.
+40% over 1980
1980 1986
ODOT
2C increase for
modernization &
preservation
$162.4 m.
Forest
Receipts
$77.6 m.
Federal
Gas Tax
$30.0 m.
State
Gas Tax
$54.8 m.
Forest
Receipts
$69.1 m.
Federal
Gas Tax
$37.8 m.
State
Gas Tax
$73.3 m.
over
1980
+11% over
1980
1980 1986
CITIES/COUNTIES
ACC:lirik
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TPAC CITIZEN APPLICANTS
1. JOHN AYER
15259 S. E. River Road
Oak Grove, OR 97268
Mr. Ayers lives in Clackamas County and is an automotive
recreational vehicle sales service representative. He has
served on the Clackamas County Citizen Involvement
Advisory Committee and is currently involved with the
Clackamas County Concerned Citizens. He is interested in
serving on TPAC to present a practical way of solving
tri-county transportation problems and believes he has
ideas and information that is different from the experts.
2. RAYMOND J. BARTEL
18598 S. Lyons Road
Oregon City, OR 97045
Mr. Bartel is an architect and planner. He is active in
many civic and business organizations in Clackamas County
including; the North Clackamas Chamber of Commerce, the
Milwaukie Professional & Merchants Association, the
Milwaukie Rotary Club, the Redland School District Board,
and is a member of the Milwaukie Fire Code Advisory
Board. He is interested in maintaining a first-hand
understanding of issues and forces that impact planning
and economic stimuli in the Portland metropolitan area.
3. JON EGGE
6146 Kellogg Court
Milwaukie, OR 97222
Mr. Egge is the owner and general manager of Milwaukie
Plumbing Company. He currently is Senior Vice President
of the North Clackamas County Chamber of Commerce
Government & Legislative Affairs Committee, Chairman of
the Portland Area Plumbers Aprentice Committee, and a
Director of Government Affairs for the Independent
Plumbing Contractors of Oregon. Mr. Egge's interest in
applying to serve on TPAC comes from his ongoing interest
in civic and political affairs in the Metro area.
4. JANICE FOSTER
3805 N. E. 18th
Portland, OR 97212
Ms. Foster, who is the Education Service Manager at
Providence Hospital, has just completed requirements for a
Master's degree of Public Administration. She has served
on several educational and health care boards, and been
active in targeting and registering voters for a U.S.
Senatorial compaign. Ms. Foster spent several hours at
Metro reviewing the RTP and past TPAC minutes. Ms. Foster
is anxious to participate in policy development,
implementation and evaluation process within the context
of a public agency.
5, ROBERT HOFFMAN
11 S. W. Curry
Portland, OR 97201
Mr. Hoffman has a background in electronics and
manufacturing. He is interested in bringing modern
techniques and marketing practices to transportation
approaches.
6. GRAYDON MILLER
1719 S. E. Ladd
Portland, OR 97214
Mr. Miller is a landscape architect and general
contractor. He is Chairman of the Hosford Abernathy
Neighborhood Association and participates in the Coalition
for Livable Streets. He has been active in Portland's
bicycle programs, Mr. Miller would provide input on
transportation issues from inner southeast Portland.
7. ROBERT NORDBERG
7325 N. Wilbur
Portland, OR 97217
a
Mr. Nordberg operates a carpet and upholstery cleaning
service and is currently majoring in geography with a
specific interest in transportation planning at PSU. He
has experience as a meteo£logical technician and while
serving in that capacity ne dealt with the transportation
sector on a regular basis.
8. LURLENE SHAMSUD-DIN
4550 N. Mississippi
Portland, OR 97217
Ms. Shamsud-Din has just completed her education at PSU
with a B.A. degree in Communications. She has worked as
an assistant to the Director of Public Affairs at KPDX-TV
49 doing research, scheduling and some production. She is
an active participant on several advisory committees for
the Portland School District. Ms. Shamsud-Din spent
several hours at Metro reviewing the RTP and past TPAC
minutes. She has a desire to become more familiar with
regional issues and to be inviolved in decision-making
that contributes to programs and enhances life quality and
the environment.
9. ROBERT J. TEPPER
1209 S. W. 6th
Portland, OR 97204
Mr. Tepper is the director of Washington County's Aging
programs. He is a regular transit user and is in charge
of providing transportation for the elderly.
10. LORRAINE B. WIDMAN
1000 S. W. Plum Drive
Portland, OR 97219
Ms. Widman teaches art at West Sylvan Middle School. She
participates in an art program on educational TV. She
grew up in New York using public transit and states that
the efficient functioning of Portland in the future rests
on its transportation network for all citizens.
11• DONALD V. WILLIAMS
6630 S. W. 203rd Court
Portland, OR 97007
Mr. Williams is a photographer and is very active in
community affairs. He serves on the Budget Advisory
Committee for the City of Portland, he is vice president
of the Multnomah Arts Center, and has served on a cable TV
committee. He would like to further his knowledge about •
the workings of local government.
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